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Abstract
This thesis explores the differences in trip behaviour and economic value between two outdoor
recreational sites in the Italian-speaking Canton of Ticino in Switzerland. The individual travel
cost method was applied in order to retrieve the consumer surplus that visitors gain from their
activities on-site. Special attention was given to the mobility behaviour of residents, one-day
excursionist and overnight guests. Trip data of 224 respondents were collected via an on-site,
web-based survey during summer holiday season 2017. Based on the quantitative trip analysis,
this thesis further investigates the potential need for sustainable tourism development in the two
researched valleys. The observations reveal a much wider geographical catchment area and a
higher consumer surplus for a visit to Valle Verzasca. Vallemaggia is predominantly visited by
local residents and tourists of the region, who come more frequently to the valley but retrieve
less welfare for a single visit. The differences are attributed to a recent transformation of Valle
Verzasca into an international tourism attraction which calls for immediate governmental
interventions in order to minimize the negative externalities from overcrowding. The nonexisting transportation concept is found to be the major stimulator for the current situation so
that a development plan for sustainable tourism mobility is presented in the final part of this
study and proposes a way to regain control on the undesired behaviour.
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Introduction
Today, more than 50% of the world’s population is living in cities or urban areas. This share is
very likely to increase, so that by 2050, two out of three world-citizens are living and working
in urban agglomerations.1 The dense urban settings increase the value and demand for outdoor
recreation in natural ambience during leisure or vacation time. The desire to return to nature is
as old as the modern concept of tourism itself. Hans Magnus Enzensberger describes its roots
in the Romanticism of the 19th century when the new middle class, formed by the first
industrialization in England, France and Germany, tried to escape their closed bourgeois
lifestyle into an imagination of “pristine landscape and untouched history” (1958, p. 710). The
model of tourism has remained the same ever since, whilst scientists and engineers predict the
fourth industrial revolution and political apathy might be as much an omnipresent phenomenon
in the Western world as it was back in the early 1800s.
Nonetheless, tourism has betrayed its own desire for a getaway from industrial life by becoming
an industry in itself (Löfgren, 1999). Enzensberger draws the picture of guided tours and the
railroad mania: “Tourism had thought of the [railroad] net as a liberation, but knitting this net
ever more tightly, society closed in again” (1958, p. 711). Sharpley (2009) cites (Brockington
et al., 2008) and states that “particularly [through] the establishment of protected areas,
‘conservation and capitalism are shaping society and nature, often in partnership’” (Sharpley
R. A., 2009, p. 121). For the British High Society, Switzerland became one of the deliberating
places far from their own reality and it has kept its promise of pristine landscape as unique asset
until today. In fact, “Back to Nature” is the official slogan of Switzerland Tourism in 2017.2
However, tourists continuously keep interfering with their own desires. Nowadays in high
season, alpine excursionists are frequently observed to arrive all individually by personal car
and congest the very same place that they sought for recreation. We are living in a society that
is conducted by cars as the major mode of transport and although paradigms of Ecotourism or
Responsible Tourism are heavily debated, they will not change the fact, that:
“[…] as McKercher (1993) has famously noted, tourists are consumers, not
anthropologists, and that tourism is primarily a form of entertainment. Thus, to expect
or, indeed, encourage tourists to modify their behaviour is not only unrealistic but
also, perhaps, an example of what Butcher (2002) refers to as the ‘moralisation’ of
tourism.” (Sharpley R. , 2006, p. 11)

1
2

United Nations (2014): http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/news/population/world-urbanization-prospects-2014.html
Switzerland Tourism (2017): http://www.myswitzerland.com/en-ch/home.html
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In economic terms an escape to the mountains is neither excludable nor rival in consumption.
This makes it per definition a public good that cannot be traded or priced on a market. However,
parking facilities to access recreation sites by car are restrained and, hence, are categorized as
common resources (or even private goods when their usage fee would be regulated by demand
as (Shoup, 2006) suggests). Their excessive use is commonly referred to as the “tragedy of the
common”, which infers that without rules there is a social cost that diminishes the experience
of all users (Tribe, 2005; Thomas & Callen, 2010).
In the case of this thesis, the alpine valleys Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca in the Italianspeaking Canton of Ticino in Switzerland are famous for their emerald crystal-clear waters that
fall from hundreds of cascades and have cut unique formations into the alpine gneiss granite.
Next to the Lake Maggiore and the Lake Lugano surroundings, the valleys are major outdoorrecreational destinations for excursionists in the region. Due to their remote setting, many
visitors currently access them by car so that both valleys suffer from negative social
externalities during the summer season (May to October), such as heavy traffic, parking
congestion, noise and pollution. In order to determine the need for tourism development, this
research aims to estimate the economic value of each valley through the application of
Environmental Economics. Furthermore, it wants to study potential differences in the trip and
mobility behaviour of various visitor segments in order to explore which conditions might have
caused the mentioned negative externalities.
The first objective is to reveal the incremental amount of time and money that visitors are
willing to invest in order to reach an outdoor recreational site in one of the valleys and perform
certain leisure activities there. Descriptive statistics will analyse the trip behaviour and modal
choice of different visitor segments. As a second step, the econometric model of the Individual
Travel Cost Method (ITCM) will provide an estimate on the Consumer Surplus (CS) that
excursionists retrieve from their visit to Vallemaggia or Valle Verzasca. For this method,
individual travel costs (TC) and the number of annual visits (Y) act as complementary
indicators for the non-existing market price of the environmental assets. The results will be
drawn into a discussion on whether and to which extend tourism development would be needed
in order to sustain the natural quality of the site and to enhance the visitor experience.
Summarising, the two research questions of this thesis are:
1. What is the economic value of outdoor recreation in Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca
and is it different between the two valleys?
2. Which factors cause the existing negative externalities and need to be influenced for a
better outdoor recreation experience?
2

For this case study, a total number of 224 visitors were surveyed at one popular site in each of
the valleys during the month of July 2017. The survey was web-based, available in three
languages (Italian, English and German) and respondents were asked to complete the survey
immediately with a mobile tablet device. Consequently, the answers were analysed so that their
descriptive and econometric interpretation will form the core of this thesis. Due to the rather
small size of the sample, the findings will provide only a first impression of the situation onsite, whereas further research will be needed in order to allow general conclusions.
The first chapter will give a detailed perspective of the sites that are researched in this case
study. Chapter two will outline the theoretical approach and methodology of the survey based
on the available literature. The third chapter is dedicated to the empirical analysis of the
gathered data, whereas chapter four discusses possible tourism development interventions and
policy implications based on the findings in chapter three. Finally, the fifth chapter draws
conclusions and provides an outlook on further research projects.

3

1. Outdoor Recreation in the Locarnese Region
The Italian-speaking canton of Ticino is a major tourism destination in Switzerland. In 2016,
about 12 million visitors came to the Southern-most Swiss canton, of which, 41.5% were oneday excursionists, 38.6% stayed overnight and roughly 20% were in transit for other purposes.
Due to its extended summer season and the warmer climate in comparison to the rest of
Switzerland, Ticino was titled the “Sonnenstube” (sunshine capital) in the course of its long
tourism history. Until today and especially the Locarnese region at the shores of the Lake
Maggiore, the majority of guests are domestic visitors (77%), who come to enjoy the
Mediterranean atmosphere and natural beauty of the region (Curtale & Scagnolari, 2017).
Within the Locarnese region, Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca (see Figure 1) are two popular
outdoor recreation destinations and are presented in detail within the next paragraphs.

Figure 1 – Road Map of the Locarnese – Adapted from https://anywayinaway.com/hiking-switzerland-ticino-basodino-hut/

1.1 Vallemaggia
The Maggia valley, named after its river Maggia, is the longest and most extensive valley of
the Italian-speaking Canton Ticino. The river originates in the three side valleys – Val Bavona,
Val Rovana and Val Lavizzara – that together form the so-called Alta (High) Vallemaggia and
has its sanctuary at the peninsula that divides the cities of Ascona and Locarno. Hundreds of
cascades and waterfalls in wild nature alongside with charming Swiss stone cottages create a
truly magical atmosphere, which is why it is also called the “Magic Valley”.3
3

Ascona-Locarno Turismo (2017): http://www.ascona-locarno.com/en/Esplora/Vallemaggia.html
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Next to the small skiing resort Bosco Gurin in Val Rovana and the chapel of Swiss StarArchitect Mario Botta in Fusio (Val Lavizzara), the valley is mostly famous for its lower part,
called the Bassa Vallemaggia. This part contains the famous rock formations near Ponte Brolla
(highlighted in Figure 1) and flat river banks to access the emerald green water. Close to Ponte
Brolla, the river is crossed with a pedestrian and cycle bridge (see Figure 2) that is part of the
recently established Vallemaggia cycle route.4 It connects the road on the East bank of the river
with the village of Tegna on the other side. Several traditional restaurants in close vicinity are
very popular among the local population and offer free parking spots for their guests. Upstream
from the bridge the valley grows wider so that the river is easier accessible from both sides and
invites visitors for a swim, sunbath or climb on the rocks. A hiking path leads along the river
while several fixed rope-climbing routes attract outdoor sports lovers. However, Ponte Brolla
is most famous for hosting the WHDF Championships in cliff diving on an annual basis.5

Figure 2 – Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge close to Ponte Brolla in Vallemaggia – Copyrights by the Author

Accessibility
The famous rock formations can be accessed from Ascona and Locarno within a ten-minute
drive, while from the latter there is also an hourly bus service along the Vallemaggia until
Cavergno (see line 315 in Figure 4). The bus is operated by FART6 which also runs the
Centovalli train that connects Locarno to Domodossola in Italy on an hourly schedule. The bus
and train stops in Ponte Brolla leave another 10-minute foot walk to access the river banks,
whereas directly adjacent to the cliffs, there is a popular spot where visitors drop their cars
along the roadside. This part is only partially bituminised and has no clear parking grid. About
500 meters away, official parking is allowed for an hourly fee or a daily ticket of eight Swiss
Francs (CHF). In summer season, it is the constant influx of new arrivals that causes congestion
due to cars waiting on the main road for one of the limited off-street parking spaces and others
circulating on the search for “creative parking alternatives”.

4

Veloland (2017): http://www.veloland.ch/en/routes/etappe-0961.html
Ticino Turismo (2017): http://www.ticino.ch/en/events/details/WHDF-International-Cliff-Diving-Championship/66319.html
6
FART Locarno (2017): http://www.centovalli.ch/
5
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1.2 Valle Verzasca
Visiting Valle Verzasca is like entering a time capsule back to the times when agriculture was
the only major trade performed in this part of the alps. It is a place that the authors and painters
of the Romanticism could not have better imagined when they thought of the “picturesque” or
the “sublime” (Löfgren, 1999). The valley is internationally famous for its 220-meter Bungee
Jump from the dam that occurred in the 1995 James-Bond-Movie “Goldeneye”.7 The dam
impounds the Lake Vogorno that is fed by the river Verzasca and supplies the Locarno area
with electricity. At about 530 meters altitude (330 meters above the Lake Maggiore level) the
village of Lavertezzo hosts the major attraction of the valley that often acts as a symbol of the
Southern Swiss Canton – “Ponte dei Salti” (Bridge of Jumps – see Figure 3). The old medieval
bridge, also called “Ponte Romano” (Roman Bridge), spans across a ford of the river that
contains marbled rock formations and cascades similar to the ones in Vallemaggia. The stone
plateaus and clear-water coves along the river invite for relaxing and swimming although the
current is quite dangerous in certain areas. Ponte dei Salti has got its name from its
attractiveness to perform cliff diving while the river is also a popular route for white-water
rafting. The “Sentiero Verzasca” is referred as one of the most beautiful hiking tracks in
Switzerland. Besides, MTB and climbing routes cover the valley and several traditional
restaurants, called “Grotti”, provide the culinary experience along the way.8 Bikes can be rented
in a guesthouse in Brione in the upper part of the valley for CHF 20 a day.9

Figure 3 – Lavertezzo in Valle Verzasca with Ponte dei Salti in the Background – Copyrights by Ascona Locarno Turismo8

Accessibility
As of 2014, the local tourism foundation offers the “Verzasca Parking Card” for CHF 10 a day
or CHF 30 a week.10 It is a first policy measure to regulate the rather uncontrolled parking
7

Switzerland Tourism (2017a): http://www.myswitzerland.com/en-ch/emulating-james-bond-s-bungee-jump.html
Ascona Locarno Turismo (2017a): http://www.ascona-locarno.com/en/Esplora/Valle-Verzasca.html
9
myverzasca.ch (2017): https://www.myverzasca.ch/rent-a-bike
10
Ascona Locarno Turismo (2017b): http://www.ascona-locarno.com/en/commons/details/Verzasca-ParkingCard/137917.html
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situation along the valley road that offers official parking grids at popular spots for CHF 2 an
hour (limited to maximum three hours at one place) and off-street parking in several roadside
locations. The card needs to be purchased prior to a visit at a regional tourism office and thus
allows parking in 33 dedicated areas along the entire valley.
The Swiss Postbus “Autopostale” offers a public transport connection for the entire valley from
Locarno via Tenero to Sonogno (see line 321 in Figure 4) at almost every second hour. Trips
from Tenero to Lavertezzo take 30 minutes while Sonogno is reached within about 60 minutes.
During summer, there are few extra buses with the last course leaving Lavertezzo at 7 pm.
Sonogno is also the last village that can be accessed by car and it hosts the Museum of Valle
Verzasca and a monthly market for regional products from May to October.8

Figure 4 – Public Transport Map of the Locarnese – Adapted from http://www.centovalli.ch/index.php?id=20

7

1.3 The Ticino Ticket
As of 2017, Ticino Turismo, the Cantonal Destination Management Organisation (DMO),
started a cooperation with the regional public transport association “Arcobaleno” and local
lodging businesses to attract more visitors. Hence, every overnight guest in a participating hotel,
youth hostel or camping ground is offered a ticket for the free-of-charge usage of all cantonal
public transport services (bus, train and Autopostale). Besides, tourists get a 25% discount on
boat tickets and another 30% discount on all kinds of cable-cars.11 While animals are included
in the ticket, bikes need to be paid extra.
Everyone who does not possess a Ticino Ticket or a General Abonnement (GA) of the Swiss
Federal Railway SBB needs to pay the zonal public transport fares. A one-way ride from
Locarno to Ponte Brolla covers two tariff zones and costs CHF 4.60 full-price (CHF 2.30 on
reduced fare for children below 16 years and half-fare abonnement holders). The way up from
Tenero to Lavertezzo in Valle Verzasca crosses three tariff zones and costs CHF 6.60 (CHF
3.30) one-way per person. In comparison, a ride to the end of the Vallemaggia in Bosco Gurin
or Fusio crosses seven zones and costs CHF 15.20 (CHF 7.60) and Sonogno at the end of Valle
Verzasca is reached for CHF 8.80 (CHF 4.40) one-way. Daily tickets always cost twice as
much.12

11
12

Ticino Turismo (2017a): http://www.ticino.ch/en/ticket.html
Cantonal Administration Ticino (2017): http://m3.ti.ch/DT/dstm/sm/temi/trasporti/calcolatore/default.php#
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2. Theoretical Approach to the Case Study
This chapter details the steps undertaken in order to create the final survey for this research.
The first part will give a brief introduction into the interdependency of tourism and transport,
while the second section will integrate the case study into a relevant economic framework. This
is followed by an overview on the existing literature for economic valuation of environmental
and cultural recreation sites in the third paragraph. The results of previous case studies will be
assessed and the fourth section of this chapter will explain the chosen methodology to answer
the first research question – the Travel Cost Method. The last part will summarize the actual
composition of the questionnaire and its distribution method.

2.1 Tourism and Transport
As already mentioned in the introduction, the rise of modern tourism is closely related to the
implementation of more convenient transport systems, such as the railways in the 19th century,
the car in the first half of the 20th century and the jet plane after the second world war. “While
air travel superseded rail and road travel in the long-haul sector, the car has become the
preferred mode of transport for short-distance travel in many developed countries. The tourism
industry has benefited enormously from the car’s ability to provide almost unrestricted land
travel and in developed nations a significant proportion of domestic travellers utilise cars as
their main form of holiday transport.” (Prideaux & Carson, 2003, p. 307f.)
The interconnection of tourism and transport is broadly acknowledged throughout the literature.
Lohmann & Duval (2014, p. 133) advocate a simultaneous consideration of both elements in
the context of policy-creation and describe their interdependency in three dimensions:
“regulatory synergies” (i.e., the introduction of a road-taxation or a parking fee might direct
tourists towards non-regulated transportation facilities); “similar objectives” (i.e., tourism and
transport suppliers aim to match the service expectations of their key target markets) and
“shared emphasis on sustainability” (i.e., both acknowledge the necessary reduction of
unsustainable behaviour but question their own development prospects in a system of regulated
consumption). According to Hall, “transport has the potential to act as a gatekeeper to cultural
contact, constraining or encouraging host-tourist interaction” (1999, p. 186). He also
emphasizes that the external cost of leisure transport is rarely considered or matched in
transportation policies as it is difficult to implement a discrimination scheme that differentiates
users into host- and tourist-segments. Dickinson & Dickinson (2006) highlight that the
enforcement of regulations in dispersed areas is hard to achieve and that ad-hoc initiatives to
solve acute issues are very likely to fail. This is due to the fact that public transport in remote
9

areas is heavily dependent on public funding in order to balance the revenue fluctuations of
seasonality. The local population usually sees it as an unattractive alternative to car usage in
economic and temporal terms. The flexibility and reliability of the car is also valued by tourists
and makes it the dominant mean of arrival to outdoor tourism attractions. This involves also
arguments such as the convenience to bring bulky equipment or the uncertainty of being
“stranded” at the destination if the last bus is missed. Hence, scholars commonly agree that
more research should be dedicated to diminishing the external cost of and for tourists in
transport infrastructures. The pure capacity extension of car-borne facilities is not seen as a
proper solution, as it, adversely to the original aim, incentives the arrival by car and interferes
with the natural and social quality of the site (Aguiló, Palmer, & Rosselló, 2012; Hall, 1999;
Lohmann & Duval, 2014).
While Aguiló, Palmer, & Rosselló (2012) propose a seasonal adaptation of car taxation and
petrol prices on the Baleraric Islands and want to keep discrimination at a minimum, Hall
(1999) defines a multi-dimensional policy concept which includes (1) “restrictive policies”, (2)
“economical incentives/disincentives” and (3) “attitudinal/ behavourial change”. Particularly,
he sees the necessity for: (1a) an either possitive or negative discrimination of tourism
transportation in order to provoke a modal change; (1b) an introduction of accessibilitylimitations and pedestrianisation of recreational areas in vicinity to major attractions; (1c) the
capacity adaption of sustainable transport modes; (2) a peak-hour charging system that accounts
for differences in the vehicle type, congestion level, weather conditions and trip purposes; and
(3) the development of an educational campaign that informs the negative externalities of the
current behaviour to the visitors and encourages a behavourial change (Hall, 1999).

2.2 Economic Analysis of Environmental Issues
The author sees it as an important aspect to integrate the aims of this thesis into the framework
for economic analysis of environmental issues by Stabler, Papatheodorou & Sinclair (2010,
Figure 9.2). As can be followed in Figure 5 from bottom to top, this case study deals with
human activities (access to and consumption of outdoor recreation) that lack a factor market
and therefore cannot be assigned with a direct price or cost (thick black box). The market failure
(red box) of public goods was already mentioned before so that the open access to outdoor
recreation makes it non-rival and non-excludable in consumption. As discussed in the previous
section, the major mode of transport that is currently used to access the recreational sites creates
a so-called “Free Rider Problem”, given that individuals who are parking without paying the
appropriate fee receive a benefit without compensating the cost of its externalities (Thomas &
10

Callen, 2010). This results in further market failures such as false valuation und undersupply
of parking facilities because of car arrival providing the maximum relative utility for visitors.
Externalities might eventually be the overuse (congestion) of the road and leisure facilities, the
deterioration of off-street spaces and the pollution of the valleys.

Figure 5 – Framework for Economic Analysis of Environmental Issues in the Case Study – adapted from (Stabler,
Papatheodorou, & Sinclair, 2010)

In order to react with an appropriate environmental policy (purple box), it is beneficial to know
the total economic value (orange box) of the observed human activity and the significance of
the public good for its consumers. The purpose of environmental economics is to provide a
valuation for such non-priced goods. This value is composed out of more elements than the
pure consumers’ surplus, which is typically referred to as the cumulated amount of money that
a fraction of the market would be willing to pay more for a good than the actual market price.
In the case of environmental public goods, the true value can be considered much higher than
the willingness-to-pay for an instant consumption as they are usually unique and as a resource
not reproducible. This infers “a non-use or passive value in addition to the use benefits”
11

(Stabler, Papatheodorou, & Sinclair, 2010, p. 374). Figure 6 details the classification of use and
non-use values which is also named in the framework (orange box in Figure 5). Usage benefits
can be of direct or indirect nature. The difference is that direct usage benefits are received from
actual activities (e.g. relaxing/ climbing at the river), while indirect benefits are retrieved on a
subtler socio-cultural level (e.g. personal well-being, aesthetic admiration of nature). Option
values can be a part of both categories, depending if the consumer sees the potential benefit for
himself (current use value) or future generations (future use value). The latter is very similar to
the concept of vicarious value, which describes the willingness to preserve a non-used good for
coming generations. Finally, existence value refers to the advocacy for resources that will or
can never be used by the individual but are recognised as valuable for society in any case
(Stabler, Papatheodorou, & Sinclair, 2010; Tisdell, 2001).
Total
Economic
Value

Non-use
Value

Use Value

Direct
(benefit from
performed
activities)

Indirect
(aesthetical
ambience and
quality)

Optional
(potential
personal usage)

Optional
(potential future
usage)

Vicarious
(Provision for
coming
generations)

Existance
i.e. advocacy for
cultural heritage)

Figure 6 – Categorisation of the Elements of Total Economic Value – developed after (Tribe, 2005)

There are two methodological approaches to estimate the total economic value of resources:
direct methods aim for a stated preference of the respondents and include rather monetary
models such as the Contingent Valuation Methods (CVM) of “Willingness-to-pay” for the
provision of goods or the “Willingness-to-accept” a certain price-level. Also, choice models or
opportunity cost models fall to the left category (yellow box in Figure 5). On the other side,
indirect valuation uses demand-oriented methods such as the Hedonic Pricing Method (HPM)
or the Travel Cost Method (TCM). In both cases behavioural patterns of respondents are
observed and shall reveal preferences regarding the factors that influence the decision to use or
consume a good. Particularly, the HPM analyses the impact of indirect factors while the TCM
relies on frequency and travel cost of direct consumption (Tribe, 2005). On the basis of the
literature review, the next paragraph will explain why the TCM was chosen for this study.
Ultimately, chapter 1 has already outlined a few policy measures that were implemented by
regional authorities to promote sustainable mobility. Therefore, the survey is supposed to
contain also questions that will measure the acceptance, effectiveness and economic efficiency
(blue box in Figure 5) of the Ticino Ticket and Verzasca Parking Card.
12

2.3 Literature on Valuation of Environmental and Cultural Recreation
As summarised in the previous paragraph, economic valuation methods are classified into two
major categories – Stated Preference (Direct) Methods and Revealed Preference (Indirect)
Methods. The same classification can be noted in the literature on outdoor recreation as there
are pieces of research that apply hypothetical models (stated), others that use quantitative
methods (revealed) and a few that combine both of them to hybrid models.
Stated Preference Methods
Douglas & Johnson refer to (Loomis et al., 1990) when they state that the “CVM is the most
widely used tool for attaching monetary values to enhancing, preserving, or restoring resource
amenities” (2004, p. 366). Furthermore, they highlight the facts that willingness-to-pay
measurements include better the existence value for non-users, while on the other side, the
“TCM is less controversial” as it is based on actual trip data (Douglas & Johnson, 2004, p.
367). The opposing lenses of the “public good view” and the “user-pays view” are detailed by
Reynisdottir, Song & Agrusa. They argue between the direct and indirect benefits of outdoor
recreation for the whole society, while on the other hand, by tax funding these sites “non-users
are actually ‘subsidising’ the users who use the attraction” (2008, p. 1077). This point becomes
essentially critical when international tourists are included into the calculation. Hansen justifies
public expenditures for the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen with the option value and finds in her
research that although only 7% of respondents have actually visited a show, they are still
recognising the intrinsic value of the institution and are willing to pay for its existence.
Therefore, she insists that “CVM is the only method capable of estimating the total value (use,
non-use and option value) of a good” (Hansen, 1997, p. 6). Anyway, Hansen realises strong
biases in terms of overstatement and strategic behaviour from non-users as they might be less
familiar about the good or could aim at the reduction of its funding. Keske, Lohman & Loomis
(2013) found in the literature gaps between stated and actual willingness-to-pay by up to 50%.
Other scholars share the concerns on so-called protest bids or strategic behaviour, so that
Buchli, Filippini & Banfi (2003) declined the application of CVM because respondents
perceived the hypothetical scenario as their right in any case. Furthermore, respondents might
be overwhelmed by the task to put a monetary valuation on a good they have only little
knowledge about (Armbrecht, 2014; Tisdell, 2001). Different research has shown that the level
of direct experience, also in form of additional information from experts, very well influences,
even increases, the willingness-to-pay (LaRiviere, et al., 2014). However, the level of
information strongly correlates with the anchoring bias (Hansen, 1997). Armbrecht (2014)
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stresses the very same aspect when he recalls recent applications of contingent valuation in
cultural economics and makes a statement for open-ended questions. In particular, he sees a
starting point bias and the tendency of “yea-saying” in applications with dichotomous choice
techniques (yes-no-acceptance bidding). Other scholars highlight the need for separation
between single and group values and propose an adaptation of methodology towards collective
approaches (Keske, Lohman, & Loomis, 2013; Menon, Perali, & Veronesi, 2014).
Given the various nature of biases related to contingent valuation, Discrete Choice Experiments
(DCE) recently picked up popularity among international scholars. Although they imply higher
cognitive effort for their participants, DCEs benefit researchers by capturing much more interdisciplinary information about the respondents and their trade-offs for certain attributes (Hoyos,
2010). DCEs are based on Lancaster’s (1966) approach who assumed “that a vacation choice
can be conceived as a choice between bundles of attributes” (Van Cranenburgh, Chorus, &
Van Wee, 2014, p. 106). Despite the numerous applications in environmental valuation over
the past 15 years, Hoyos still calls the econometric analysis of DCEs “an infant research field”
(2010, p. 1601). On the other side, Hanley, Mourato & Wright state quite early that “by focusing
directly on attributes, choice modelling techniques seem to be ideally suited to inform the choice
and design of multidimensional policies” (2001, p. 452).
Revealed Preference Methods
The HPM is usually used to provide a valuation of an environmental good by implicitly
inferring the value of already-priced market goods onto the resource. The most common
application is the inclusion of house prices, as they are heavily affected by a number of indirect
attributes such as surrounding landscape, noise and vicinity to facilities, and hence, reflect this
value back onto the elements of their environment (Garrod & Willis, 1992; Tribe, 2005). The
hedonic approach can also be transferred to the TCM when, in fact, a purchased private good
(travel ticket, hotel room, etc.), that is made to access a recreation site, is seen as a trade-off and
value implication to this particular public good (Gardner & Mendelsohn, 1984). Buchli,
Filippini & Banfi (2003) apply the Hypothetical Travel Cost Method (HTCM) when they use
the cost of travelling to approximate the benefits of existing low-flow versus hypothetical highflow levels for anglers at the Ticino River. Alberini & Longo (2006) and Richardson, Loomis
& Weiler (2006) have a similar strategy when they combine the TCM with Contingent
Behaviour Methods (CBM) to assess whether the trip frequency would change in response to
the hypothetical variation of certain site characteristics. Generally, the TCM sees various
modifications, which try to adapt to the different types of demand (visitation rates) that visitors
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may have for heterogenic sites. For instance, some cultural heritage sites, such as the Poseidon
Temple in Greece or the Mont Saint Michel in France, are unique and of paramount social
importance for a broad spectrum of society. Therefore, the Zonal Travel Cost Method tries to
develop a relationship between the distance of predefined geographical areas (one zone should
have similar cost of travelling to the site) and the visitation rate of their population – number of
visits per 1’000 or 1’000’000 inhabitants (Armbrecht, 2014; Tourkolias, Skiadaa, Mirasgedis,
& Diakoulaki, 2015; Voltaire, 2017). While cultural attractions may be frequented mainly once
a year or less, others, such as religious or outdoor recreation sites, are visited on a more regular
basis by more specific segments of people. Here, the Individual Travel Cost Method (ITCM)
has the advantage that it puts the individual traveller and his socio-economic characteristics
into focus. Zhang, Wang, Nunes & Ma (2014) describe ITCM as favourable for sites with high
visitor numbers, whereas Armbrecht (2014) sees it suited for local sites with high visitation
rates. Typically, this rate is decreasing over distance as utility and consumers’ surplus are
decreasing due to higher travel costs. While the latter assumption is the same for all kinds of
TCM applications, the elements that are actually included into the cost of travelling are heavily
debated in the literature.
First of all, Voltaire (2017) highlights occurring difficulties in the calculation of trip cost when
visitors use several transportation modes successively. Additionally, high fluctuation of air
fares makes it hard to estimate the expenditures for long-distance arrivals. To overcome these
issues, Voltaire limits his sample to visitors that accessed Mont Saint Michel by personal
vehicle. Moreover, he reflects upon the definition of substitute and complementary sites and,
in particular, how to adjust the cost of travelling for multi-purpose trips to one destination. On
this point scholars have not yet found any consensus, so that Voltaire (2017) and Zhang et al.
(2014) ask respondents for a categorical importance of the surveyed site, while Tourkolias et
al. (2015) compare their results of (1) calculating travel cost as a fraction of time at the site over
total trip duration and (2) asking visitors for the relative pleasure that they derived on-site as a
share of the overall trip. Results of the latter are significantly higher what is related to the unique
characteristics of the Poseidon Temple and a possible overestimation of the total pleasure
budget, which might be a rather unfamiliar concept to most respondents. Armbrecht (2014)
discusses various positions from other scholars on the topic of multi-purpose trips and finds
none of them very convincing. He argues that neither the calculation of trip cost from the
previous stop-over, nor the split calculation of several demand curves for each destination, nor
the distribution of travel cost over the length of stay, reflect a realistic modelling approach as
in all cases local visitors on a day trip end up having higher unit travel costs than multi-purpose
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travellers from far away. This essentially contradicts the inversely relation of price and demand.
For his study, Armbrecht decides to include only visitors that stated to be on a single-purpose
trip and, finally, concludes that “TCM is inappropriate when the total experience consists of
multiple experiences” (2014, p. 147). However, in his findings he compares TCM estimates
with CVM direct (only on-site experience) and CVM total (whole trip experience) and admits
that TCM values are more similar to the CVM results of the total experience.
For what regards the treatment of substitute sites, studies on cultural world heritage sites usually
tend to neglect the competition of substitution due to the exceptional and unique nature of the
sites (Alberini & Longo, 2006; Poor & Smith, 2004; Voltaire, 2017). Others do not mention the
concept at all (Armbrecht, 2014; Tourkolias, Skiadaa, Mirasgedis, & Diakoulaki, 2015),
whereas outdoor recreation sites are typically seen as more likely to contain substitute cost
(Buchli, Filippini, & Banfi, 2003; Zhang, Wang, Nunes, & Ma, 2014).
Another issue, which is debated in the literature, is the inclusion of additional trip cost. While
fuel, parking or entrance fees are out of discussion, Zhang et al. (2014) advocate the addition
of a conservative cost for accommodation in order to incorporate some daily travel cost for
tourists who rented a room close to the surveyed site. Tourkolias et al. (2015) generalize
accommodation cost for their travel zones and assume all visitors from the inner circles to be
on a one-day trip without any lodging expenditures. Far-distance travellers were asked about
their spending in the related survey. All other reviewed case studies omit this topic.
Finally, the cost of travelling is supposed to incorporate a wage factor, on which Douglas &
Johnson (2004) refer to Becker’s (1965) “household production theory”. As a matter of fact,
economists have proven that the value of leisure time (non-working time) can be related to the
person’s wage level, although there is no clear consensus on the wage fraction. In detail, Buchli,
Filippini & Banfi (2003) assume a wage level of 25% as opportunity cost for the travel time to
a destination, whereas Armbrecht (2014), Poor & Smith (2004) and Voltaire (2017) account it
as one third and Tourkolias et al. (2015) at 15%. Zhang et al. (2014) set it at 40% and argue for
the introduction of new measures, such as annual trip expenditures, to avoid neglected answers.
The relatively conservative percentages originate in the common assumption that leisure
activities are mostly done during weekend time and/or paid holidays and, therefore, do not
really result in a large loss of earned money. Moreover, Voltaire (2017) mentions the
opportunity cost of the time spent on-site, just to comment that it is broadly rejected as part of
the formula because discrepancies arise between the positive utility derived from the
recreational activities and their negative implications in terms of lost time for working.
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Hybrid Methods
A number of studies were already mentioned that use a combination of revealed preferences
towards existing characteristics and stated preferences to hypothetical scenarios (Alberini &
Longo, 2006; Buchli, Filippini, & Banfi, 2003; Richardson, Loomis, & Weiler, 2006) or
compare the valuation results of both methodologies when different factors are included in the
estimation formula (Armbrecht, 2014; Tourkolias, Skiadaa, Mirasgedis, & Diakoulaki, 2015;
Voltaire, 2017).
However, some researchers went a step further and developed hybrid choice models in which
the actual choice model is adapted to psychographic information that respondents revealed in
the first part of the survey (Sarman, Scagnolari, & Maggi, 2016; Van Cranenburgh, Chorus, &
Van Wee, 2014). For the scope of this thesis such models are neglected due to their complex
econometrical background. Instead, the following Table 1 summarises the concepts of stated
and revealed preference methods with their various up- and downsides that were underlined in
the literature.
Table 1 – Overview on Methods for Economic Valuation of Public Goods
Retrieved from the (Armbrecht, 2014; Buchli, Filippini, & Banfi, 2003; Reynisdottir, Song, & Agrusa, 2008; Tourkolias,
Skiadaa, Mirasgedis, & Diakoulaki, 2015; Voltaire, 2017; Zhang, Wang, Nunes, & Ma, 2014)

Stated Preference Methods
DCE

CVM

Combinations

Revealed Preference Methods

HTCM, CBM

ITCM

ZTCM

HPM

Focus on
individual
travel behaviour

Very simple and
reliable data
collection

Estimates
indirect
user values

Sites with low
visitation rate

Noise,
Pollution,
Destruction

Multi-purpose
trips
Multi-modal
arrival
No reference to
individual travel
rate

Need for
priced
market
goods in
vicinity
Complex
Model

Advantages
Simple answers
to multidimensional
attribute models

Estimates use
and non-use
values

Direct
comparison of
behaviour
change

Common Application
Choice between
bundled
attributes

Willingness-topay for a public
good

Response to
change of a
public good

Sites with high
visitation rate

Biases/ Disadvantages
Cognitive
Complexity
Fatigue
Respondents’
Learning

Hypothetical
Overstatement
Strategic
Behaviour
Anchoring

Hypothetical
Overstatement
Strategic
Behaviour
Anchoring

Multi-purpose
trips
Multi-modal
arrival
No reference to
overall
population

Debated Elements
Econometric
analysis

Multi-purpose welfare distribution
Elements of formula for trip cost
Annual income vs. trip expenditure
Differentiation single/group values

Level of
information
Differentiation
single/group
values
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2.4 Methodology
Based on the evaluation of the literature review and the given situations in the valley, for this
case study a combination of TCM and DCE was chosen to model economic value and demand
for more sustainable tourism mobility. Both methods will stay autonomously from each other
so that no answer from one part of the survey is supposed to influence the other one. This
paragraph will outline the econometrical background of the applied ITCM, while the DCE will
only be presented briefly in the next part of this chapter, as it was not designed by the author.
The Individual Travel Cost Method
The application of the ITCM for this research can be related to three major reasons: (1) An
intermediary objective of this case study is to estimate the induced economic value of both
valleys based as firmly as possible on actual behaviour patterns (Douglas & Johnson, 2004).
Therefore, a revealed preference method was preferred over stated preference techniques for
the observation of the current situation. (2) Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca are outdoor
recreation sites and might, hence, be visited several times per year or season. As retrieved from
the literature, sites with high visitation rates call for the usage of the ITCM instead of its Zonal
counterpart (Armbrecht, 2014; Zhang, Wang, Nunes, & Ma, 2014). (3) The heterogeneity of
visitor segments, possible activities and ways to access the valleys ask for an individual
travellers’ profile rather than a visitation rate related to the population share. Previous
applications of the ITCM on environmental recreation sites, such as fishing locations, winter
valleys or beaches, confirm the choice of this methodology (Buchli, Filippini, & Banfi, 2003;
Kössler, 2014; Zhang, Wang, Nunes, & Ma, 2014). As the survey is undertaken during high
summer season, a large number of overnight guests is expected to visit both valleys, which
raises the concerns that were expressed towards multiple purpose trips and the application of
the TCM (Armbrecht, 2014). This issue was overcome by taking into account only the trips that
were made on the day of the interview and assuming that on this day all visitors were on a
single-purpose trip to the valley, no matter if they started from their main place of residence or
from a holiday accommodation. This neglects the travel and lodging cost that overnight guests
incurred for getting close to the site on the day of visit, but it also provides an equal basis for
the analysis, as traditional travel cost models tend to underestimate the site-values for locals
who decided to purchase a house in the region or live so close to the site that their travel cost
would indicate a much lower value than their original appreciation (Turner, Pearce, & Bateman,
1994). Omitting any complex trip backgrounds will suggest the pure consumer surplus that
visitors derive from a day-visit to one of the valleys as a part of their overall stay in Ticino.
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Following the basic theory from the book of Perman (2003), the main assumption of the TCM
is that the dependent variable YNVi (number of visits to a site by an individual i in a certain time
frame) can be expressed as a function of the individual’s round-trip travel cost XTCi and several
other independent variables Xyi (y=1,2,3…N):
(1)

!"#$ = & '()$ , '+$ , ',$ , '-$ , … , '"$

Translated into a simple linear regression model and with the adoption of an admission price
P, which is supposed to be constant for all individuals and to have the same influence on visitors
as a variation in the cost of travelling, the resulting equation is:
!"#$ = 0 + 2 '()$ + 3 + 4$

(2)

This formula contains the stochastic element ei, which is the so-called error term and consists
of the overall error and the specific error, which varies among individuals. The error term is
assumed to be independently distributed and to have zero expectation (Hill, Griffiths, & Judge,
1997). a is the constant intercept and b the coefficient of the travel cost, which is expected to
be negative due to the inversely relation between travel cost and frequency of visitation. In case
of (P = 0), the resulting consumer surplus for an individual i can be derived by applying the
individual’s number of annual visits to the regression graph (see in Figure 7) and calculating
the area above the price-line and below the demand curve with equation 3 (Perman, 2003).
89$ =

−!"#$ ,
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(3)

Figure 7 – Linear Regression Graph and Consumer Surplus – developed after Perman (2003)

The number and composition of further independent variables Xy is very heterogenic in the
literature so that Garrod & Willis (1999) include XSub i as the vector representing travel cost and
characteristics of the respondent’s indicated substitute site, XQuality i as the quality of the visited
recreation site and Xincome i as the individual’s personal income. Buchli, Filippini & Banfi (2003)
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as well as Zhang et al. (2014) further incorporate a vector XSocio

i

for the respondent’s

socioeconomic characteristics which results into the following multi-regression equation:
!"#$ = 0 + 2() '()$ + 2<=> '<=> $ + 2?=@A$BC '?=@A$BC $ + 2<DE$D '<DE$D $ + 2FGEDHI !FGEDHI $ + 4$ (4)

Commenting on the functional format of the regression equation, Garrod & Willis underline
that the linear version will demand negative visits above a critical cost level (1999). The
negative prediction can be avoided through the application of the semi-log (also known as loglinear) functional form, as presented in equation 5. Figure 8 depicts that in this format there will
be no interception of the price axis but rather an asymptotic approach to it. The downside is
that also the Consumer Surplus increases until infinity along the price axis, which calls for the
determination of an integration interval. Following Buchli, Filippini & Banfi (2003), the lower
border of this interval is represented by the median value of all travel costs and the upper border
is defined by the maximum value in the collected sample as shown in equation 6.
log !"#$ = 0 + 2() '()$ + 2<=> '<=>$ + 2?=@A$BC '?=@A$BC $ + 2<DE$D '<DE$D $ + 2FGEDHI !FGEDHI $ + 4$ (5)
() H@O
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Figure 8 – Log-linear Regression Graph – developed after Buchli, Filippini & Banfi (2003)

The underlying economic theory does not specify the functional form that needs to be applied
for the travel cost model. However, linear and log-linear are the most commonly used types in
the literature (Armbrecht, 2014; Buchli, Filippini, & Banfi, 2003; Garrod & Willis, 1999).
Armbrecht (2014) measures his functional choice with the “best-fit” of the correlation
coefficient R2. Garrod & Willis (1999) stress that more than one statistical criteria should be
taken into consideration when choosing the appropriate form.
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To estimate the individual travel cost, this research incorporates the approach of Buchli,
Filippini & Banfi (2003) who calculate trip cost based on the sum of three independent factors
as shown in equation 7: cost of transportation, opportunity cost of time and additional
expenditures (in this case, parking fees).
R8 $ =

2 ∗ TUVWXYZ[$ ∗ 8\VW ][^ _`$
gYZ\`[$
3X^_UYf l[[$
+ %eXf[
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Distance is calculated from the stated place of trip-origin, whether this may be the main place
of residence or the indicated lodging location. For part-time employees, the annual number of
working hours (2000h) is adapted to the stated percentage of occupation. For respondents
arriving by public transport, ticket prices are retrieved from the web portals of the official
transport providers considering the stated reduction cards.
Trip data are usually collected through an on-site survey in order to limit the scope of the
research to people who have an actual interaction and familiarity with the site. Yet, this
procedure truncates the dependent variable as it excludes visitors that choose not to visit the
site. In fact, every on-site respondent will state to have at least one visit in the requested period
while the group of visitors who have zero visits is almost impossible to quantify. The zerotruncation is recognized by all studied scholars; however, a straightforward solution to solve
this issue is yet to be found (Garrod & Willis, 1999; Zhang, Wang, Nunes, & Ma, 2014).

2.5 Survey Design
For the collection of the required trip data, a survey was developed under the supervision of the
Institute of Economic Research (IRE) Lugano (see Appendix A). It was decided to provide a
web-based survey with mobile tablet devices in order to apply randomization of choice
templates and advanced display logic for questions to different visitor segments. Participants
were supposed to be intercepted at strategic bottleneck locations that allowed the random
approach of all visitor segments. In both valleys, a pedestrian bridge presented itself to be the
ideal location in close vicinity to the main attraction and the congested parking facilities. Hence,
in Vallemaggia interviews were undertaken at the new cycle bridge close to Ponte Brolla and
in Valle Verzasca visitors were approached directly after crossing Ponte dei Salti.
The survey comprises five separate parts: one containing the Discrete Choice Experiment that
was developed by IRE; the second one only directed to locals of the Locarnese region retrieving
their attitude towards tourism development; the third part asking all excursionists about their
trip behaviour; the fourth part requesting the mobility behaviour in the valley; and the last part
gathering socioeconomic background information.
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Part 1: Discrete Choice Experiment
The Discrete Choice Experiment opens the survey due to its cognitive demanding concept.
After a brief introduction to the scope of research project, respondents are requested to imagine
a hypothetical situation in which there are four different transport modes at their disposal in
order to reach Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca. Arrival by personal vehicle is still possible but
free-of-charge parking is forbidden in any unofficial roadside location. Existing reduction cards
are still applicable for the usage of public transport. As hypothetical options, a free-of-charge
park-and-ride facility is to be imagined in vicinity to the train stations in Locarno for
Vallemaggia and Tenero for Valle Verzasca. From these parking lots, shuttle bus and eBike
rental services are offered to access the valleys. All transport modes are presented with their
travel time from Locarno/Tenero to Ponte Brolla/Lavertezzo; a second usage attribute such as
search time for parking, frequency or number of stations; and their respective travel cost. Any
other attribute that could define the mobility options is supposed to be identical for all of them
and in case none of the choices is appealing for the interviewee, a “NoVisit” option can be
selected. The selection is repeated for four different scenarios per survey and after each choice
template respondents are asked whether they would change their frequency of visitation to the
valley with the selected transport mode. A brief overview of the varied attributes of the Choice
Experiment is detailed in Table 2.
Table 2 – Discrete Choice Experiment Template – Values in bold italic are changing according to a programme code among
the four presented scenarios, values in light-grey cells remain constant for all scenarios

Personal Vehicle

Public Transport

Navette/ Shuttle

eBike Rental

Travel Time

10min to VM
20min to VV

15min to VM
30min to VV

10min to VM
25min to VV

20min to VM
45min to VV

Usage attributes

Search time for
parking:
5, 10, 15min

Frequency of
service:
every 30, 60min

Frequency of
service:
every 10, 15, 20min

Network
density:
1, 3, 5 stations

Travel Cost

Parking per hour:
CHF 2, 4, 6

Daily ticket price:
CHF 9.20 to VM
CHF 13.20 to VV
Excl. Half-fare and
Reduction Cards

Daily ticket price:
CHF 4, 8, 12 to VM
CHF 5, 10, 15 to VV

Hourly fee:
CHF 1, 2, 3

Your Choice
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Part 2: Residents’ Attitude towards Tourism Development
The existence of the two opposing lenses of the “public good view” and the “user-pays view”
were briefly mentioned in the literature review (Reynisdottir, Song, & Agrusa, 2008). As most
of the funding for infrastructure development and natural preservation comes from the state
department and, thus, from the tax revenue, this research wants to capture an impression of the
local attitude towards tourism development. This part is particularly important since a
significant share of the visitors is expected to come from outside the canton or even outside the
country and, hence, is at most contributing to paying taxes in an indirect way.
Inspiration was taken from the Social Exchange Theory applied in a paper by Li & Wen (2013).
According to them, “residents evaluate tourism development in terms of its expected benefits
and costs” (Li & Wen, 2013, p. 444). As the full application of their path model would exceed
the scope of this thesis, only those semantic differential statements were adopted that could be
aligned to the context of this research and to the three dimensions of Sustainable Tourism
Development defined by the UNWTO13 – economic, social and environmental balance between
“the needs of the visitors, the industry, the environment and the host communities.” In respect
for the overall length of the survey only two statements were selected for each dimension (one
positive and one negative) and another two that specifically address residents’ perception
towards occupation and development of recreation facilities. Afterwards, an additional question
verifies whether the respondent has daily contact with tourists. The statements are detailed in
Table 3 according to their respective categories while in the survey they were displayed in
random order without categorical description to avoid contradicting influence.
Table 3 – Measurement Statements of Part 2 to be tested on a 1-5 Likert Scale – adapted from (Li & Wen, 2013)

Economic Dimension
Social Dimension

Tourism creates more jobs and spending in the Locarnese economy.
Tourism has made prices of many goods and services in the Locarnese increase.
Tourism results in more cultural exchange between local residents and tourists.
The character of the region has changed because of tourism.
Tourism has not affected the natural environment of the Locarnese.

Environmental Dimension

Tourists greatly add to the traffic congestion, noise and pollution in the
Locarnese.
Because of tourism, there is better transport and leisure infrastructure in the

Facilities & Infrastructure

Locarnese.
The increase in tourists has caused the restaurants and recreational facilities to
become overcrowded.

13

UNWTO (2017): http://sdt.unwto.org/content/about-us-5
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Part 3-5: Trip Behaviour, Mobility Behaviour, Socioeconomic Background
The last three sections of the questionnaire aim to gather all required information that are
needed from the respondents in order to answer the first research question and to build the travel
cost model. While the Discrete Choice Experiment reflects a collective decision from all travel
companions, these sections are meant to be answered by only one member of the party. Hence,
a group of visitors can only do one interview in order to avoid redundant trip data. A question
in the beginning of part 3 splits respondents into four different segments and defines which of
the following questions are displayed to (3a) residents of the Locarnese region, (3b) daily
excursionists from outside the region, (3c) overnight guests in Ticino, (3d) overnight guests
outside Ticino. This separation was done to account for different travel patterns between oneday excursions and overnight stays, administrative differences between tourists in- and outside
Ticino and for usability reasons. Table 4 contains all questions asked in part 3 with reference
to the respective segment they are presented to and the type of questions that was chosen. Table
5 follows the same structure for part 4 of the questionnaire segmenting respondents into (4a)
visitors arriving by car, (4b) visitors arriving by public transport and (4c) visitors arriving by
other means of transport to the valleys, such as motorbike, bike, coach bus or on foot.
Table 4 – Questions of Part 3 of the Survey (Trip Behaviour)

Research Focus

Holiday
Characteristics

Question

Method

•

What type of lodging?

•

Where is your lodging?

•

When did you arrive?

•

When will you depart?

•

Which mode of transportation

Displayed to
3a)

3b)

3c)

3d)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Dropdown list

did you mainly use for reaching
your place of lodging?
Frequency of visits to

•

Ticino
Frequency of visits to

Ticino per year?
•

the valley
Importance of visit
Substitute Sites
Activities performed

How often are you visiting this

•

Single Answer
Multiple-Choice

valley per year?
How important is a visit of this
valley for your stay in Ticino?
•

How often are you visiting other
valleys in the Locarnese p.y.?

•

How much time are you
spending with the following

in the valley
Equipment/ Animals

How often are you visiting

Open-ended
Multiple Choice

activities in the valley today?
•

Did you bring any equipment or
animals for your activities?
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Multiple Choice

Table 5 – Questions of Part 4 of the Survey (Mobility Behaviour)

Research Focus

Question
•

Quality of
Transportation

Method

4a)

4b)

4c)

x

x

x

Valuation of car traffic and
parking congestion

•

Displayed to

Valuation of access by public

5-point Likert Scale

transport
•

What kind of car did you use?

•

Did you buy the Verzasca
Parking Card? (*only in VV)

•
Arrivals by Car

How much did you pay for
parking?

Single Answer

•

How far away did you park?

•

Would you have liked to park

Multiple-Choice

x

closer? (*3-point bipolar)
•

Do you have any reduction card
for public transport?

•
•

x

Multiple-Choice

for public transport?

Arrivals by Public
Transport

Single Answer

Did you use any reduction card
Valuation of Ticino Ticket
(*only for 3a and if used)

5-point Likert Scale

x

The last part of the survey was displayed to all participants. That way it captured the
composition of the surveyed group and the socioeconomic information of one group member
which is randomly selected during the interview process but must to be older than 12 years.
Table 6 – Questions of Part 5 of the Survey (Socioeconomic Background)

Research Focus
Composition of Travel
Group

Respondents’ Profile

Question
•

Method

With whom are you here today?
(Family, Partner, Group, Alone)

•

Number of Adults, Teenagers, Children

•

Gender

•

Year of birth

•

Place of residence

•

Level of highest completed education

•

Employment situation

•

Yearly personal income

(Open ended) Multiple-Choice

Categorical Dropdown list
(Open Answer for Place of
Residence)

Pre-test of the Survey
The last four sections of the survey were pretested in Vallemaggia on Saturday, 10 June 2017,
and resulted in extensive changes to the structure and usability of the survey. Several multiplechoice options were changed and added after the first-hand observations on-site. A top-3ranking of performed activities proved to be very complicated for interviewees and was
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substituted by an open-ended multiple-choice question that is supposed to measure the
importance of activities according to the amount of time that was dedicated to them. A question
that measured the search time for parking spots was removed from the survey and was replaced
by asking respondents whether they would have liked to park closer or whether they purposely
selected a more distance spot to enjoy a walk. Questions regarding the importance of the valley
for the overall stay in Ticino and the visitation of substitute sites in the Locarnese were inserted
after a second review of the literature. A valuation of the ideas to establish a Park-and-Ride
service with shuttle bus and eBike rental were dropped in favour of the choice experiment.
As the average survey duration of 9 minutes appeared to be very long and tiring for respondents
even without the DCE, it was decided to keep the tablet with the interviewer and ask all
questions from Part 2 to 5 orally. Several default insertions were added in order to save time
and improve the usability.
Due to the quite complex changes to the content of the survey, it was decided that the results
from the trial were not going to be included in the final analysis.
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3. Data Analysis
In order to provide a good narrative, the empirical analysis inverts the five sections of the survey
so that the socioeconomic information on the sample population is presented first, followed by
the mobility and general trip behaviour. The local attitude towards tourism development and
the results of the Discrete Choice Experiment are presented in the last sections of this chapter.

3.1 Data Sample
A total number of 224 surveys were collected over the course of seven days during the Swiss
summer holiday season in July 2017. Three days (two weekdays and one weekend day) were
required to undertake 112 interviews in Valle Verzasca while it took four days (two weekdays
and two weekend days) to collect the same number in Vallemaggia. The difference can be
explained by the simple fact that Valle Verzasca is much more frequented, both during
weekdays and weekend days, than its counterpart. The collection in Vallemaggia during two
weekend days (instead of only one in VV) also explains the higher number of weekend surveys
in this valley. Major event days on-site, like the WHDF Championship in Vallemaggia, were
avoided in order not to bias the sample. Due to the rather small size of the sample, it cannot be
used to make holistic assumptions for the general behaviour of visitors in the valleys. However,
it can give a first impression of the circumstances on-site and might be used for further
investigations that build onto the results of this thesis.
The majority of surveys were undertaken in German (68 in VM, 53 in VV) with a high share
of Locarnese residents being of Swiss-German mother-tongue, while Italian-speakers
represented the second largest group. Only few interviews were done in English or translated
into English for French- or Spanish-speaking visitors. The general interest in the topic of this
research project was very high resulting into a response rate around 70% and a high variance
to the length of the survey as many respondents engaged into sharing further suggestions and
impressions on the situation on-site with the interviewers. All general characteristics of the data
sample are detailed in Table 7 below.
Table 7 – Overview on the Data Sample

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

Total Number of Surveys

112

112

Number of Weekday Surveys

52

62

Number of Weekend Surveys

60

50

Number of Surveys in German

68

53

Number of Surveys in Italian

33

42

Number of Surveys in English

11

17

13min 27s

12min 42s

Average Length of Surveys
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In both valleys, male respondents are slightly overrepresented as can be seen in Figure 9.
Additionally, Figure 10 and Table 8 show that the sample population in Valle Verzasca is
slightly younger but not significantly at a=5% (t-test score (µ0.975 ) = 1,805) and is coming in
significantly larger travel parties (t-test score (µ0.025 ) = -2,479). This fact is in alignment with
the on-site observations where especially large families, coach bus passengers and groups of
teenagers form a substantial visitor group in Valle Verzasca. Even without the two large coach
bus travel parties, the difference is still significant (t-test score (µ0.025 ) = -2,217). Vallemaggia,
on the other side, is visited by more older couples and generally smaller parties.
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Valle Verzasca
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Figure 9 – Gender Distribution – Data Sample Jan Evler
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Figure 10 – Respondents’ Age Distribution – Data Sample Jan Evler
Table 8 – Overview on the Sample Population – Data Sample Jan Evler (*significantly different at a=5%)

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

Male Respondents (%)

51,7

53,6

Average Respondents’ Age

41,0

37,5

Number of Young Couples (under 45)

19

27

Number of Older Couples (over 44)

30

11

Number of Families with Children

21

22

Number of Small Groups (2-5 people)

32

36

Number of Large Groups (5+ people)

0

9

Number of People visiting alone

10

7

Total Number of Travel Parties

112

112

Total Number of Travellers

313

449

Average Party Size

2,8*

4,0* (3.5*)

15

37 (20)

Maximum Party Size
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The core of visitors to VM has completed a professional apprenticeship while observations in
VV show a generally higher academic background (see Figure 11). Judging from the
employment situation, the sample population in VM tends to have a slightly more flexible timeschedule due to more people being in part-time jobs, self-employed or housekeepers (see
Figures 12 and 13). However, this does not affect the salary level as visitors to VM on average
earn almost CHF 8.000 more per year (or an equivalent in Euro or other currencies). In explicit
numbers, average annual income in VM was stated to be CHF 63.362 while in VV it lies at
CHF 55.523 (see distribution in Figure 14). It must be noted at this point that 25 respondents
decided not to provide their salary level in VM or didn’t have any (26 in VV).
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Figure 11 – Highest Completed Education of Sample Population – Data Sample Jan Evler
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Figure 12 – Employment Situation – Visitors Vallemaggia
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Figure 13 – Employment Situation – Visitors Valle Verzasca
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Figure 14 – Personal Annual Income of Sample Population in Thousands – Data Sample Jan Evler
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No Answer

For what regards visitors’ place of residence, a strong contrast is visible between the two valleys
as Vallemaggia reflects the general distribution of Ticinese residents and foreigners that was
found in the economic impact study of 18’000 visitors to the canton (rütter soceco; tiresia;
line@soft, 2014), whereas Valle Verzasca has a much more international clientele. As can be
compared in Figures 15 and 16, VV has 15% less visitors from Ticino (Swiss-Italian part), who
are almost entirely substituted with excursionist from Italy, while the percentages of SwissGerman, Swiss-Romand, German and “Other” visitors remain about equal. Besides, the group
of other international arrivals in Vallemaggia comprises only European visitors while VV
receives also tourists from long-haul distance with a broader variety of origins.
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Figure 15 – Places of Residence of Visitors to Vallemaggia – Data Sample Jan Evler
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Figure 16 – Places of Residence of Visitors to Valle Verzasca – Data Sample Jan Evler
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Swiss-Italian
12%

The strong presence of Swiss-German and German visitors was recognisable in both valleys as
every second visitor was native German speaker. As mentioned before, also many Ticinese
residents have their origin in the German part of Switzerland, however, in VV hardly any local
residents of the Locarnese were met (only 6 – see Table 9). In fact, many locals that were
interviewed in Vallemaggia specifically indicated that they prefer VM and that they no longer
visit VV because it is too crowded by tourists. This situation can be confirmed by the
interviewers who perceived the atmosphere in VM to be much more relaxed and people being
more talkative, which resulted in the fact that surveys in VM lasted on average almost one
minute longer than in VV (Table 7). The different shares of visitor segments suggest that
visitors to VM are much more likely to stay overnight inside the canton while VV is frequented
by significantly more one-day excursionists (see Figure 17), largely coming from Italy.
Table 9 – Visitors by Segment and Region of Residence – Data Sample Jan Evler

Visitor Segment

Visitors to Vallemaggia from

Visitors to Valle Verzasca from

Local one-day excursionists

Locarnese (24)

Locarnese (6)

Non-local one-day excursionists

Luganese (5); Lombardy (4);

Lombardy (22); Bellinzonese (5);

Piedmont (3); Bellinzonese (2);

Zurich (3); Mendrisiotto (2);

Uri (1)

Piedmont (2); Aargau, Luganese,

VM (15) – VV (41)

Neuchâtel, Schwyz, St.Gallen,
Valais, Zug (all 1)

Overnight guests in Ticino

Bern (11); Aargau (8); Zurich (6);

Zurich (9); Aargau (6); Bern (5);

St.Gallen (5); Lucerne (4); Baden-

St.Gallen (4); Baden-Wurt. (3);

Wurt. (4); Vaud (3); Basel-Land,

Bavaria (3); Basel-City, Basel-

Bavaria, Grissons, Liechtenstein,

Land, Nidwalden, Valais (all 2);

North Rhine-W., Thurgau, Valais,

Berlin, Jutland, Grissons,

Zug (all 2); Appenzell-A.,

HongKong, Hungary, Lancashire,

Auvergne-R.-A., Basel-City,

Lucerne, Rome, Schaffhausen,

VM (69) – VV (55)

Bourgogne-F.-C., Campania,

Schleswig-H., Schwyz,

Obwalden, Piedmont, Saxony,

Stockholm, Bangkok, Vorarlberg

Solothurn, Tyrol, Gothenburg,

(all 1)

Vienna (all 1)
Baden-Wurt., Bavaria, Styria,

Lombardy (2); Baden-Wurt.,

Zurich (all 1)

Castile-La Mancha, Beijing,

Overnight guests outside Ticino
VM (4) – VV (10)

Hessen, Massachu., Curitiba,
Piedmont, Sicily (all 1)
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Figure 17 – Overview Visitor Segments – Data Sample Jan Evler
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3.2 Mobility and Trip Behaviour
Given that this research simplified the trip background of all visitors to being on a one-day trip,
this sections still wants to account for potential differences among people who came straight
from their place of residence and overnight guests. Therefore, this part of the data analysis will
start with a separate description of the mobility and trip behaviour within each segment before
it joins them for an overall analysis of the two valleys.
One-day Excursionists
Excursionists travel on average 22km (45min) to reach VM and 106 km (1h 53min) to VV.
Table 10 – One-day Excursionists – Data Sample Jan Evler

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

Total One-day Excursionists

39

47

Local Excursionists

24

6

Non-Local Excursionists

15

41

22km

101km

Average Travel Distance to Valley

VM is visited by significantly more local excursionists who, hence, have a significantly shorter
travel distance from their place of residence to the valley. VV, on the other hand, has few local
visitors and a large number of excursionists coming from outside the Locarnese, mainly from
Lombardy and the rest of Switzerland. In terms of transportation choice to reach the valleys,
there is no real difference in car usage between local and non-local excursionists visiting VM.
Considering the modal split as shown in Figure 18, locals travel on average 8km to the surveyed
site in VM (about the distance to Locarno) and non-locals have an average distance of 48km
(about the distance to Lugano).
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2
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Figure 18 – Modal Split of One-Day Excursionists

In VV, the car is the absolute dominant transport mode for excursionists. Six locals who were
interviewed in Lavertezzo travelled there for an average distance of 18km (about the distance
to Locarno). Given the small number of respondents, the bar graph for this segment is not really
representative for the overall local population. Yet, out of 41 non-local parties, 34 arrived by
car and travelled on average 113km to spend a day at the Verzasca river (about the distance to
Milan).
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Overnight Guests
Including the distance to the place of lodging but excluding air-travel distance, overnight guests
who visited VM had covered an average distance of 314 km (4h 18min), which splits into
303km (3h 53min) until the accommodation facility and another 11km (25min) to reach the
valley. Surprisingly, tourists to VV had travelled on average almost exactly the same distance
(315km) in the same amount of time (4h 18min). However, the way to the lodging is shorter
(281km in 3h 25min) and the trip in the valley accordingly longer (34km in 53min).
Table 11 – Overnight Guests (*Extreme Value excluded) – Data Sample Jan Evler

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

Total Overnight Guests

73

65

Overnight Guests Ticino

69

55

Overnight Guests Elsewhere

4

10

303km

281km

11km

34km

Average Number of Overnights

9.6 (7.3*)

5.8

Median Number of Overnights

5.0 (5.0*)

4.0

Average Travel Distance to Lodging
Average Travel Distance from
Lodging to Valley

Maximum Number of Overnights

173 (24*)

21

Standard Deviation in Overnights

20.2 (5.8*)

5.1

Overnight guests who visit VM stay on average almost 4 nights longer at their holiday lodging,
although, the t-test score (t (µ0.975 ) = 1.523) shows that this number is not significant as it is
heavily influenced by one extreme observation of one respondent who is staying in Ticino for
almost half a year. Neglecting this single observation (see *values in Table 11), the average
number of overnights in VM drops to 7.3 which is still 1.5 nights more than in VV but in any
case not significant (t (µ0.975 ) = 1.571).
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Figure 19 – Types of Accommodation – Overnight Guests

The data presented in Figures 19 shows that overnight guests visiting VM not only stay closer
to the valley but they also more often decide to directly immerse themselves into the natural
ambience and stay in a campground. In fact, more than half of the campers who visited the
vicinity of Ponte Brolla had their lodging in the campgrounds of Avegno (8) and Gordevio (6),
both some kilometres upstream the Maggia river. Four respondents stayed in the village of
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Ponte Brolla/Tegna while another five had their accommodation further up in the valley. This
results into a total number of 23 (31.5%) visitor parties spending the night in Vallemaggia.
Among the 73 overnight guests, only very few did not stay in the Locarnese (three in the
Luganese and four in Italy). On the other hand, from the people that were interviewed in VV,
only four parties (6.2%) had their holiday accommodation directly in the valley and another
nine (13.8%) stayed in Tenero-Contra or Gordola at the estuary of the valley. Among 65
overnight guests interviewed in VV, 49 stayed in the Locarnese while 16 had their lodging in
another region (seven in Ticino, seven in Italy and two in the Swiss-German part).
Figure 20 demonstrates that in both valleys the number of parties visiting Ticino (maximum)
once per year cumulates to around 50, while among these, visitors to VV are more often for the
first time in the Swiss-Italian canton. Tourists in VM who stated to come to Ticino very
frequently specified to come 12, 12, 15 and 50 times per year, the second and third having a
Secondary Home in the region and the last respondent visiting friends and relatives. No further
interesting relations could be found between type of accommodation and frequency of visit.
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Figure 20 – Overnight Guests’ Visitation Rate to Ticino per Year – Data Sample Jan Evler

Additionally, overnight guests were asked for the mode of transport that they had mainly used
for travelling to their holiday destination.
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Figure 21 - Modal Split of Overnight Guest for arriving to the place of accommodation

Figure 21 details that 60 out of 73 overnight guests to VM had arrived by car or camper (38 out
of 65 in VV), while the larger share of long-distance visitors to VV is visible in the number of
arrivals by airplane (see also Table 9). All four parties, who had lodging outside Ticino and
visited VM, came by car. From the ten parties, which stayed abroad and visited VV, four came
by airplane, five by car and one by motorbike.
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Asking the same segments on how they reached the valleys on the day of the interview, Figure
22 shows that in VM some parties left their personal vehicles at the accommodation in favour
for public transport, motorbike, bike and, above all, hiking. On the contrary, many overnight
guests to VV who had arrived by airplane have most likely rented a car in order to move around
the region, which is why more visitors came to the valley by car than to the holiday destination.
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Figure 22 – Modal Split of Overnight Guests for arriving to the valley (in comparison to the Modal Split to accommodation)

However, in VV also the use of public transport increased together with hiking, which might
be partially credited to the Ticino Ticket. In fact, some visitors stated to walk one direction and
take the bus on the way back, or the contrary, as public transport was free-of-charge for them.
Theoretically, 41 respondents in VM should have received the Ticino Ticket, even though, 16
declared that they did not possess it. From the other 25, nine came by car although they had the
ticket, nine hiked, three biked and only four actually used it. In VV, 35 parties were eligible for
receiving the Ticino Ticket, although again, 14 stated they didn’t. Two had a General
Abonnement, while seven used the car despite having the ticket, three hiked, three came by
coach bus or motorbike and six actually used it for taking the bus to Lavertezzo.
Table 12 – Usage Analysis of Ticino Ticket – Data Sample Jan Evler

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

Overnight Guests Ticino

69

55

Overnight Camping, Hostel or Hotel

41

38

•

Didn’t have Ticino Ticket

16

14

•

Didn’t use Ticino Ticket

9

10

•

Used General Abonnement (GA)

0

2

= Used Ticino Ticket

4

9

Hiked, Biked (possession/ usage unknown)

12

3

To summarise, among 124 tourists staying overnight in Ticino, 79 (63.7%) should have got the
Ticino Ticket as they were sleeping in a camping ground, hostel or hotel. Out of these 79, 30
(38.0%) stated that they had not received the ticket or had not been at their accommodation yet
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because they were interviewed on their day of arrival. Deducting all known non-users and GA
holders, the minimum usage-rate of the Ticino Ticket lies at 16.5% (all actual users). The exact
estimation of usage is difficult to make in any case as some respondents mentioned to have
come to one point in the valley by car and have taken the bus from there, which could not be
accounted for in the survey. On top of that, hikers and bikers were not asked whether they had
got the ticket due to a logical error in the survey programming.
In order to evaluate the influence of the Ticino Ticket on the mobility and trip behaviour,
respondents who stated to have used the card were presented two 5-point Likert-scale
statements and were asked for their agreement to them.
Table 13 – Valuation of Ticino Ticket for its users (Agreement on 1-5 Likert Scale)

Count

Mean

Median

StDev

13

3.15

3.00

1.68

13

2.31

2.00

1.11

“Without the Ticino Ticket, I would
have come to this valley by car.”
“Without the Ticino Ticket, I would
not have come to this valley at all.”
Would have come by Car.
Would not have come at all.
0%

10%

20%

Disagree

30%
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Slightly Disagree
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60%

Neutral

70%

Slighty Agree

80%

90%

100%

Agree

Figure 23 – Valuation of Ticino Ticket of its users (Agreement on 1-5 Likert Scale)

The valuation is detailed in Table 13 and Figure 23 and shows an almost neutral value for car
usage if there had been no Ticino Ticket. The broad distribution of answers for the first
statement suggests that there can be no general comment made in this category. For what
regards the statement that visitors would not have come to the valley if there had been no Ticino
Ticket, a slight tendency towards disagreement is visible in the valuation scores, which hints
that people would probably have come to the sites in any case.
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All Respondents
Re-joining all four origin segments, one gets the overall modal-split of visitors travelling to
both valleys as presented in Figure 24. It shows that overall more than 60% of respondents
arrived by car to perform outdoor recreation in either of the valleys.
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Figure 24 – Modal Split – All Respondents to the Valleys (112 each)
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Figure 25 – Modal Split of Companionship Segments

Figures 25 distributes the modal split among the companionship segments presented earlier in
Table 8, so that a clear and above-average tendency is visible towards families with children
using the car to reach VM and actually none of them using public transport. Small groups in
VM are using the car slightly below average, while in VV this segment represents the largest
group of car arrivals, followed by young couples and families with children. No correlation
could be found between the age and the arrival mode of the visitors in neither of the valleys
(tAge CarUsers VM (µ0.975 ) = 1.602; tAge CarUsers VV (µ0.025 ) = -1.394). Only the difference between
younger and older couples in terms of public transport usage in VV is remarkable. It is also
striking that in absolute numbers, families with children are the largest group of public transport
users in VV.
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Figure 26 compares the categorical distribution of visitation frequencies to both valleys and it
is worth to highlight the fact that more than 50% of the visitors to VV are there for the first
time. From the 59 interviewed parties that stated to be “First-Timers”, 25 were non-local
excursionists (61% of this segment), 28 were overnight guests in Ticino (51% of this segment)
and 6 stayed in a lodging somewhere else (60% of this segment). The average visitation rate in
VM is higher as more than half of the participants stated to visit it several times per year (see
Table 14) and 90% of respondents had already been there at least once before.
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Figure 26 – All Respondents’ Visitation Rate to Valleys per Year – Data Sample Jan Evler
Table 14 – Descriptive Statistics of Visitation Rates – Data Sample Jan Evler

Number of Visits per Year to
Vallemaggia (112 answers)
Number of Visits per Year to
Valle Verzasca (112 answers)

Average

Median

Maximum

Standard Deviation

6.21

3.5

50

9.65

1.73

1

15

2.19

Substitute or Complementary Sites
In the advent of the survey, it was brainstormed how to define substitute or complementary
sites for a visit to Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca. In fact, there are hundreds of alpine valleys
that invite for hiking, biking, climbing and a quick dip in the rivers. However, even in the alps
and especially in Switzerland, Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca are the only similar sites that
provide picturesque Swiss stone cottages, emerald-green crystal-clear waters and the typical
Locarnese gneiss granite formations. Thus, visitors were asked how often in a year they have
visited the other valley, which they were not surveyed in.
Table 15 – Visits to Substitute or Complementary Sites – Data Sample Jan Evler

Respondents

Average

Median

Maximum

StDev

0.86

0

30

3.00

47

1.71

1

50

5.34

73

with 0 Visits

Number of Visits per Year to
Valle Verzasca (112 answers of
Visitors to Vallemaggia)
Number of Visits per Year to
Vallemaggia (112 answers of
Visitors to Valle Verzasca)
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Car Arrivals
Respondents who had accessed the valleys by car were asked what kind of car they had used
and if they had paid for the parking. The results are displayed in Figures 27 and 28 and show
more large cars in VM and that most of parking in VM is done without payment.
Small Car

Vallemaggia (70)

16

Valle Verzasca (75)

28

19
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10%

20

38
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30%

40%

6

14

50%

60%

70%

80%

Medium Car
4

90%

100%

SUV/ Minivan
Luxury-/ Sports-Car

Figure 27 – Car Types used to access the valleys
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32
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Unpaid Parking
90%

100%

Figure 28 – Parking Options chosen

Whether the unpaid parking was legal or not falls out of the scope of this research. However,
there are many designated spots around Ponte Brolla where parking is allowed free-of-charge
for local restaurant guests. The eight parties that paid the parking in VM spent on average CHF
6. The Verzasca Parking Card, briefly presented in Chapter 1 and introduced to restrict parking
in VV to designated areas, was unknown to 60 out of 75 respondents. Nine parties stated that
they had heard or read of it at one of the park meters but did not understand how to purchase it.
In total, only five respondents had the daily card for CHF 10, whereas one visitor had bought
the weekly card for CHF 30. All other car arrivals either paid an hourly parking fee of on
average CHF 5.50 or dropped the car without paying.
When asked about the distance of their parking to the main attraction (where they were
interviewed), visitors in VV had generally parked more distant (see Figure 29). In numbers, the
average walking time from the parking spot to the point of attraction was stated to be 3min in
VM and 14min in VV. As the parking location is largely influenced by the on-site activities
that visitors come for and some people might purposely park more distant to hike along the
valley, the question arises at which moment the positive on-site utility begins. For this reason,
visitors who could not park directly close by were asked whether they enjoyed the walk or
whether they would have liked to park closer. Figures 30 and 31 picture the bipolar scale of
answers and reveal that for most respondents the walk was indeed a joyful experience,
especially for those who parked very far away. Hence, average walking time was calculated
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again, including only those values where visitors had an opportunity cost from the walking
distance because they had intended to park even closer. This results into additional travel time
for 6 visitors in VM (9min mean) and 9 visitors to VV (6min mean).
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Figure 29 – Walking Time from Parking Location to Main Attraction
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Figure 30 – Attitude towards Walking Time in VM
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Figure 31 – Attitude towards Walking Time in VV

Finally, car users were questioned whether they possessed a reduction card for public transport,
even though they had not used it for arriving to the valleys. In case they would have multiple
of the proposed cards, they were asked to state the one with the highest reduction effect. As can
be seen in Figure 32, more than 60% of all car users did not have any reduction cards, while
10-15% would have had free-of-charge public transport usage.
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Figure 32 – Reduction Card Possession of Car Users

Public Transport Arrivals
Travel parties who had arrived with public transportation received a question whether they
possessed and used a reduction card. Their answers (see Figure 33) show remarkable
differences in comparison to Figure 32. Only three parties who accessed VM by public transport
paid the full fare, while nine respondents (52.9%) did not need to buy any ticket on the day of
the visit. In VV, 19 parties (82.6%) had full reduction and only one respondent paid full fare.
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Figure 33 – Reduction Card Usage for Public Transport Users
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Congestion and Accessibility
Independently from their mode of arrival, visitors were asked to evaluate two statements
regarding car congestion and public transport accessibility of the valleys. Their agreement
towards the first statement is presented in Table 16 and shows no significant differences, neither
between the two valleys nor between different mobility segments or days of the week.
Table 16 – Valuation of Car Congestion (Agreement on 1-5 Likert Scale)

“This valley has

Don’t know

Segment (Count)

Mean

Median

StDev

Vallemaggia (112)

3.61

4.00

1.12

5

Weekday (52)

3.60

4.00

1.12

2

Weekend (60)

3.61

4.00

1.13

3

Car User (70)

3.53

4.00

1.14

2

PT User (17)

3.67

4.00

1.05

2

(Count)

problems with car

Others (25)

3.79

4.00

1.14

1

traffic and parking

Verzasca (112)

3.90

4.00

1.15

7

congestion.”

Weekday (62)

3.86

4.00

1.20

6

Weekend (50)

3.94

4.00

1.11

1

Car User (75)

3.85

4.00

1.22

1

PT User (22)

3.84

4.00

0.96

3

Others (15)

4.25

4.50

0.97

3

Vallemaggia
Weekdays
Weekends
Car Arrivals
PT Arrivals
Others
Valle Verzasca
Weekdays
Weekends
Car Arrivals
PT Arrivals
Others
0%

10%

20%

Don't Know

30%

Disagree

40%

50%

Slightly Disagree

60%

Neutral

70%

80%

Slighty Agree

90%

100%

Agree

Figure 34 – Valuation of Car Congestion (Agreement on 1-5 Likert Scale)

Hence, car traffic and parking congestion is an issue that is perceived in both valleys during the
entire week, however, slightly more in Valle Verzasca. Especially bikers stated that they had
felt very unsafe on their way up to Lavertezzo as the narrow and curvy street provided no
marked bike lanes and overtaking cars had to speed in order not to collide with opposing traffic.
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The second statement reveals significant differences in the perception of public transport
accessibility between the two valleys (t(µ0,025) = - 3,771). Again, it is primarily the segment of
others that shows the most extreme values (t(µ0,025) = - 4,201). In any case, reaching VM by
public transport is not really perceived as difficult, although, a large group of car users that
chose the “I don’t know” answer must be taken into account. This value implies that these
visitors have never actually taken public transport into consideration for reaching the
Vallemaggia. Many respondents also indicated that they knew of the existence of a bus line but
that they did not know any frequencies. On the contrary, local public transport users commented
that they had got used to the existing timetables since they have not changed in years. Yet, they
would appreciate a more frequent service. Others mentioned the Centovalli Railway as an
alternative to reach Ponte Brolla, though this train does not run further into the valley.
Table 17 – Valuation of Public Transport Accessibility (Agreement on 1-5 Likert Scale)

“Reaching this valley
by Public Transport is
difficult.”

Don’t know

Segment (Count)

Mean

Median

StDev

Vallemaggia (112)

2.47*

2.00

1.48

33

Car User (70)

2.53

2.00

1.57

30

PT User (17)

2.59

2.00

1.42

0

Others (25)

2.27*

2.00

1.42

3

Verzasca (112)

3.35*

4.00

1.30

49

Car User (75)

3.31

3.00

1.32

40

PT User (22)

3.18

3.00

1.37

0

Others (15)

4.17*

4.00

0.41

9

(Count)

*Values are significantly different between the two valleys at 5% level
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Figure 35 – Valuation of Public Transport Accessibility (Agreement on 1-5 Likert Scale)

Reaching Valle Verzasca by bus is slightly perceived as difficult. The influence of car users not
knowing about the existing services is even more remarkable than in VM as more than half of
this segment could not state any opinion to the situation (see Figure 35). Some public transport
users emphasized that they do not perceive the connection itself as bad but that it is simply to
infrequent and puts them into a too rigid timetable. Thus, perhaps, the semantical definition of
this statement played a part in the overall evaluation as some respondents might have perceived
“reaching” itself and the “frequency” as two separate factors.
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3.3 Outdoor Recreation Activities in the Valleys
In this section of the interview, participants were asked to determine the number of minutes
they had dedicated or intended to dedicate towards recreational activities in the valley on the
day of their visit. Doing that, they were requested to evaluate different choice options
autonomously from each other in order to avoid redundant time counting for activities that were
performed simultaneously. Especially in the case of “sunbathing” and “swimming” as well as
“taking pictures and videos” this task proofed to be quite challenging for respondents, so that
the interviewers tried to validate the given answers by cumulating the total activity time and
comparing it with the total time people estimated to spend in the valley.
An average activity profile was generated by summing up all the stated values for each activity
and dividing it through the number of participants. The result is presented in Table 18 and
Figure 36. It shows that visitors stay significantly longer in VM (t(µ0.975 ) = 2,194), but perform
slightly fewer activities. It is also not surprising that typical outdoor recreational activities, such
as sunbathing, swimming, hiking, biking and climbing have higher values as the side activities
(cliff-jumping, picnicking, visiting a restaurant or taking pictures). These activities might
contain a higher utility per minute which, however, is difficult to capture. For this research, it
was decided to assume equal utilities per minute for all activities and to formulate their
importance according to the time ranking that was provided.
Table 18 – Average Activity Profile of Visitors to the Valleys - *Average Time Values are significantly different

Average Time Spent in

Standard Deviation of

Average Number of

the Valley

Time Spent

Activities Performed

Vallemaggia

283min* (4h 43min)

129min

3.22

Valle Verzasca

246min* (4h 6min)

123min

3.58

Sunbathing
300
Others

Swimming

240
180

Taking/Sharing Pictures

120

Hiking

60

Vallemaggia

0

Valle Verzasca

Visiting a Restaurant

Biking

Picnicking

Climbing
Cliffjumping

Figure 36 – Total Activity Portfolio of Visitors to the Valleys (Values in Minutes) – Data Sample Jan Evler
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Thus, activities which were performed the longest by a travel party received the first rank. In
case of equal time values for various activities, all of them received the same rank while the
following values kept their original position in the overall ranking.
Table 19 – Importance of Valley Activities – Data Sample Jan Evler

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

Performers

Average Rank

Performers

Average Rank

Sunbathing

73 (65%)

1.32

80 (71%)

1.39

Swimming

73 (65%)

2.26

71 (63%)

2.97

Walking/Hiking

49 (44%)

1.57

67 (60%)

1.49

Biking

8 (7%)

1.25

4 (4%)

1.00

18 (16%)

1.67

1 (1%)

3.00

7 (6%)

4.00

8 (7%)

3.63

Picnicking

41 (37%)

2.56

44 (39%)

2.70

Visiting a Restaurant

44 (39%)

1.91

35 (31%)

1.89

Taking Pictures

37 (33%)

3.73

70 (62%)

3.39

Sharing Pictures

10 (9%)

5.10

17 (15%)

4.29

Others (Diving, Reading)

1 (1%)

2.00

4 (4%)

1.50

Climbing
Cliff-jumping
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60

1st Rank

50

2nd Rank

40

3rd Rank

30

4th Rank
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5th Rank

10

6th Rank

0
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Figure 37 – Importance and Distribution of Performed Activities in Vallemaggia – *Bikers are underrepresented
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Figure 38 – Importance and Distribution of Performed Activities in Valle Verzasca
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Based on the individual activity time distribution, an attempt was undertaken to cluster the
visitors of the valleys. The resulting segmentation is explained below.
Hikers are visitor parties who stated to have walked for longer than 90min, which thus
represents in many cases also the primary activity for their visit (see Figure 37 and 38).
24 hikers in Vallemaggia are on average 44 years old, visit the valley four times per year, stayed
313min (5h 13min) and majorly used public transport (11 - 46%) to arrive. Six hiking parties
(23%) walked directly from their home or accommodation, whereas seven respondents (31%)
reached the valley by car. Four of all were locals and 16 overnight guests in Ticino. In terms of
companionship segments, most hikers in VM come as older couples (10) or in small groups (8).
In Valle Verzasca, 41 hikers are on average 41 years old, visit the valley 1.5 times per year,
stayed an above-average duration of 300min (5h) and 66% (27) were coming by car. 12 hiking
parties (29%) arrived by public transport so that they represent more than 50% of this mobility
segment. Hiking is a popular activity across all companionship segments in VV with the
exception of large groups. Another interesting fact is that hikers in VM tend to eat in restaurants
instead of bringing their own picnic. 50% of respondents in VM claimed to visit a restaurant as
part of their stay whereas only one third brought a picnic. In VV, these shares were inverted.
Bikers typically biked in the valleys for longer than 60min and were generally more difficult
to stop for an interview. Hence, especially in VM, this segment is largely underrepresented in
the sample as only few bikers took more than a couple of minutes to rest and take a picture once
they crossed the bridge over the Maggia river along the Swiss cycle route 31. Bikers in VV
usually engage in sunbathing and a quick swim and, in both valleys, all respondents stated to
visit a restaurant as part of their trip. Total trip duration for this visitor segment is highly above
average since bikers visited VM for 422min and VV for 399min on average.
Climbers were defined as such when they indicated that they had brought special climbing
equipment and when they actually spent more than 30min for climbing. Climbers could only
be met in Vallemaggia which might be largely influenced by the existence of well-renowned
climbing routes at the cliffs above Ponte Brolla and the lack of such facilities in the vicinity of
Lavertezzo. Climbers are younger than the average visitor to VM (37 years old), stay on average
355min in the valley for performing their activities and 10 out of 14 also stated to sleep at one
of the campgrounds closely located in Avegno, Gordevio, Maggia, Locarno or Cannero Riviera.
66% out of those overnight guests answered to visit the valley more than once during their stay
in Ticino. 12 out of 14 parties arrived by car and, except of two parties, all had brought their
own picnic with them and did not visit any restaurant.
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Restaurant Visitors spent at least 60min in a restaurant and had this as their primary activity.
There are ten visitors in VM and five visitors in VV who match this definition. In both valleys,
they are on average significantly older than other valley visitors (52 years in VM, 50 years in
VV) and most of them (80%) combined the visit with a short walk, sunbath or swim, while in
VV all respondents spent also 5 to 15min taking some pictures. Restaurant visitors to VM return
on average 10 times per year, while all guests in VV stated to do only one annual visit.
Sun and Fun Lovers are those visitors who come to the valley in the prospect of a relaxed day
with their loved ones that they would have otherwise had at the local swimming pool. All of
them spent at least two hours in the valley and at least 60min of that period sunbathing/ relaxing.
72% were reaching VM by car, whereas 66% did so in VV. 52 out of the 54 visitor parties
swam in the Maggia river, while 46 out of 51 took at least one dip into the Verzasca river. Sun
and Fun Lovers are significantly younger than other visitor segments, being on average 37 years
old in VM and 31 years in VV, and visit the valleys slightly more often than average. More
than 50% of them brought their own picnic, partially even in big portable cooling boxes, while
about one quarter was visiting a local restaurant. In general, it was astonishing to see which
equipment visitors carried from their cars down to the river banks, including extendable
parasols, camping chairs, air mattresses and barbecues. About 10% of this segment performed
some kind of cliff-jumping in either of the two valleys, while among 25% of visitors it was also
popular to take a little walk of 30 to 60min, given that some parties brought their dogs or wanted
to take some pictures. Additionally, two parties emphasized that they were in VV to dive, while
two others mentioned to do reading or writing as their secondary activities.
Short-stop Visitors are those who visited the valley for less than two hours in total. In fact, the
average duration among the five visitors of this segment in VM was 72min, while in VV twelve
visitors (10% of the overall sample) stayed only 60min. Judging from on-site observations, this
value underestimates the total amount of short-stop visitors to Valle Verzasca, as some of them
just quickly stopped their car along the roadside to take some pictures and were not available
for any interviews. It is also interesting to mention at this point that short-time visitors to VM
visit the valley on average 11 times per year, while, excluding one local respondent, all shortstoppers in VV were overnight guests and there for the first time, 12 of them coming by car and
one group even arriving by coach bus for a less-than-30min walk-around.
Summing up, six major visitor segments could be defined on the basis of the time that
respondents had dedicated to various activities in the valleys. The distribution of segments is
presented in Figures 39 and 40, whereas Figures 41 and 42 show the according activity profiles.
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Figure 39 – Activity Segmentation Vallemaggia
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Figure 41 – Average Visitor Profile of Activity Segments in Vallemaggia – Values in Minutes
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Figure 42 – Average Visitor Profile of Activity Segments in Valle Verzasca – Values in Minutes
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3.4 Economic Value of Outdoor Recreation in the Valleys
As described in Chapter 2, the Individual Travel Cost Method was chosen to estimate the
economic value of the performed leisure activities in Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca. This
paragraph will detail the results of the elaborated Travel Cost Model and how they were
calculated. Therefore, Table 20 recalls the visitation rates for the two valleys and puts them into
comparison with the according travel costs that visitors incurred for reaching the sites on the
day of the interview. The plots in Figures 44 and 44 present the interdependency of the two
variables. The accumulation of values at 1, 3.5 and 8 visits can be explained with the categorical
choice options of this question, while visitors who came more than 10 times per year had an
open text answer. One respondent in Valle Verzasca was excluded from the analysis (see *).
Table 20 – Necessary Variables for the Travel Cost Model – Data Sample Jan Evler

Number of Visits per Year to
Vallemaggia
Travel Cost for Reaching
Vallemaggia
Number of Visits per Year to
Valle Verzasca*
Travel Cost for Reaching
Valle Verzasca*

Average

Median

Maximum

Standard Deviation

6.21

3.5

50

9.65

CHF 8.33

CHF 5.27

CHF 54.27

CHF 9.81

1.72

1

15

2.19

CHF 29.53

CHF 19.71

CHF 127.06

CHF 26.56

*One Respondent was excluded from the analysis as his trip behaviour significantly influenced the validity of the explanatory
variables and it was not seen as very likely that his behaviour (one-day excursions of 610km round-trip distance, alone, 2-5
visits per year, total travel cost of CHF 251,77) is representative for any typical visitor segment in Valle Verzasca
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Figure 43 – Interdependency between Annual Visits and Travel Cost in Vallemaggia (112 respondents)
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Figure 44 – Interdependency between Annual Visits and Travel Cost in Valle Verzasca (111 respondents)

Travel Cost Calculation
The travel cost per individual i was calculated as earlier presented in equation 7 with the
variables below. In case of arrival by public transport, the first and last term were dropped in
favor for the identified ticket fares.
R8$ =

2 ∗ TUVWXYZ[$ ∗ 8\VW ][^ _`$
gYZ\`[$
3X^_UYf l[[$
+ %eXf[
R^Xj[k RU`[$ +
(7)
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2000ℎ
a^\b] 9Uc[$

Distancei to Ponte Brolla or Lavertezzo was defined using the online navigation service of
Google Maps by inserting the stated place of residence for one-day excursionists and the place
of lodging for overnight guests. The corresponding Travel Timei was adopted as well but
potential traffic delays were excluded from the estimation.
Cost per kmi were retrieved from the booklet on operating costs from the Swiss Automobile
Touring Club TCS. Only variable costs were taken into consideration, which represent 41% of
total expenditures for personal vehicle owners. Thus, operating cost per km for a small car (up
to 1.6 litre engine) are CHF 0.22; for a medium-size car (1.6 to 3.2 litre engine) CHF 0.30; for
a large car, minivan or SUV (3.2 to 4.2 litre engine) CHF 0.41; and for luxury-cars, sports-cars
or camping caravans they are assumed to be CHF 0.70 per km. Costs for motorbike riders were
calculated with CHF 0.10 per km and for coach buses a value of CHF 1.00 was chosen. Visitors
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who hiked or biked to the valley have no travel cost at all (also no opportunity cost of time), as
they already started their recreational activity right at their doorstep.
Group Sizei is determined by the number of passengers that car users stated in the survey and
not by the total number of group members, as they might have used several vehicles to reach
the surveyed site.
The general Wage Rate was conservatively estimated at 25% of the personal annual net income.
This is in alignment with Buchli, Filippini & Banfi (2004) and represents a median value in the
literature, where scholars used wage rates ranging from 15% to 33% or 40% (see Chapter 2).
The personal annual Net Incomei is taken as median value of the indicated wage category. For
respondents who chose not to answer this question, an average value was calculated from all
other respondents belonging to the same type of employment. In order to determine an hourly
wage level, the annual income is divided by 2000 hours, which represents an 8.3 hour working
schedule on 20 days per 12 months. In case of part-time employees, this value was multiplied
with the according percentage of occupation.
Parking Feesi were only included in the calculation when the respondents stated that they had
paid a certain amount for parking. Visitors were generally asked for the accumulated amount
of parking fees, in case they had paid in several spots along the valley.
Public Transport Faresi were retrieved from the official websites of SBB, Trenitalia and the
Cantonal Administration12. For public transport users in possession of an Arcobaleno or Halftax
Abonnement the calculated ticket fare was deducted by 50%. Holders of a General Abonnement
were estimated to have a daily cost of CHF 10, as the official price of this card for adults is
CHF 3860 per year. Visitors using the Ticino Ticket incurred only the opportunity cost of time.
The Travel Cost Model
Judging from the plotted data in Figures 43 and 44, the linear form of the travel cost function
would be unjustified as almost all observations are skewed towards both axis. Therefore, it was
decided to use the log-linear functional form as presented in Chapter 2. There are also
remarkable differences in the distribution of the data between the two valleys. These can be
explained by the fact that the longest one-way travel distance to Vallemaggia was only 106km,
whereas in Valle Verzasca some people came on a one-day trip from Baden, which is 280km
away. Yet, the plot confirms what was already expressed earlier in this chapter – visitors to
Vallemaggia tend to live or stay in closer distance and have accordingly lower travel cost. Thus,
they also visit the valley on a more regular basis, whereas in VV there are only very few
frequent visitors and the valley has a much wider catchment area, both in terms of travel cost
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and travel distance. In any case, this research aims at drawing a comparison between the two
valleys and, hence, will apply the same model on the two collected data samples. The function
is presented in equation 8 and the explicit model is formulated in equation 9. The dependent
and independent variables are explained below.
!"#$ = & '()$ , 'no"$pqB , ')@r , '"#$ <=> , 'sDtFGE , 'u$FGE , 'nv<wDrBx , 'yIxB@= , '<qDrB(r$w

(8)

ln !"#$ = 0 + 2() '()$ + 2no"$pqB 'no"$pqB + 2)@r ')@r + 2"# <=> '"#$ <=> + 2sDtFGE 'sDtFGE
+ 2u$FGE 'u$FGE + 2nv<wDrBx 'nv<wDrBx + 2yIxB@= 'yIxB@= + 2<qDrB(r$w '<qDrB(r$w | 4$ (9)

YNVi = dependent variable; number of annual visits to the valley by individual i
XTCi = explanatory variable; round-trip travel cost incurred by individual i on the day of visit
XOvNight = dummy variable; takes value 1 when individual is an overnight guest
XCar = dummy variable; takes value 1 when individual arrived by car to the valley
XNVi Sub = explanatory variable; number of annual visits by individual i to the other valley of this research
XLowInc = dummy variable; takes value 1 when individual has low annual income (below CHF 50’000)
XHiInc = dummy variable; takes value 1 when individual has high annual income (above CHF 100’000)
XODSports = dummy variable; takes value 1 when individual does outdoor sports (hiking, biking, climbing)
XRestau = dummy variable; takes value 1 when individual visits a restaurant during stay in the valley
XShortTrip = dummy variable; takes value 1 when individual stays shorter than two hours in the valley
ei = error term for individual i (consisting of the overall error and the special error of individual i)

The resulting econometric regression statistics are detailed in Table 21 and the values of the
model coefficients are presented in Table 22. Judging from the correlation coefficients, the
model shows a better fit for the data sample in Vallemaggia, as it can predict roughly 50% of
the variation among observations in Vallemaggia and 27% in Valle Verzasca. Given the high
number of explanatory variables and the still relatively low adjusted R2, it must be admitted
that the model cannot explain the full extent of visitor behavior. In comparison to other travel
cost models in the literature, the explanatory power of the regression is, however, slightly
above-average (Buchli, Filippini, & Banfi, 2003; Zhang, Wang, Nunes, & Ma, 2014).
Table 21 – Regression Statistics for the Travel Cost Model

Travel Cost Model for

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

R Square

0.494

0.297

Adjusted R Square

0.449

0.234

Standard Error

0.357

0.228

Observations

112

111
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Table 22 – Results of the Log-linear Regression Model

Vallemaggia

Coefficient

Valle Verzasca

Value

Standard Error

Value

Standard Error

Constant a

0.917

0.113

0.234

0.081

TCi

-0.011***

0.004

-0,003***

0.001

OvNight

-0.576***

0.076

-0.116*

0.053

Car

0.132*

0.075

-0.037

0.050

NVi Sub

0.017**

0.007

0.035***

0.008

LowInc

-0.128*

0.075

-0.028

0.049

HiInc

-0.091

0.119

0.045

0.081

ODSports

-0.032

0.076

0.041

0.048

Restau

-0.079

0.070

0.042

0.050

ShortTrip

0.169*

0.101

0.024

0.061

*, **, *** coefficients are significant at 10, 5 and 1% level

Interpreting the coefficient values, the main explanatory variable (travel cost) is highly
significant in both models. The negative slope of the regression curve is in the nature of the
travel cost method, as it generally assumes fewer visits at higher travel cost.
The higher constant and the steeper decreasing factor of the Vallemaggia model fit the analysis
of the data plot, as the observations are concentrated closer towards the origin of the coordinate
system on the x-axis and spread higher along the y-axis. The model further explains that tourists
(dummy for overnight guests) visit Vallemaggia significantly less often with respect to
excursionists and it is slightly significant that visitors come more often when they arrive by car.
The coefficient for substitute visits shows that Valle Verzasca is rather a complementary site,
as respondents who go there frequently are also coming significantly more often to
Vallemaggia. The dummy for low income has a slightly negative effect on the visitation rate,
whereas this valleys seems to be attractive for regular short visits, given that individuals who
came for less than two hours have a slightly significant positive coefficient for this variable.
Furthermore, it seems to be totally insignificant whether visitors have a high income or not and
whether they come to practice specific outdoor sports or just enjoy the sun and the river.
Restaurant visits almost fall within the 90% confidence interval, but in this model specification,
also their coefficient is not significantly explaining the number of annual visits to Vallemaggia.
In Valle Verzasca, the very flat downward slope of the regression curve and the only slight
significance of the tourist factor can be related to the generally low difference among the
number of annual visits per person. As a matter of fact, the model depicts what the data analysis
revealed earlier in this chapter, namely that the valley attracts such a variety of tourist, mobility
and activity segments, who all come to see the valley once per year from near or far, that none
of their coefficients has a significant influence on the visitation rate. Only Vallemaggia acts as
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a highly significant complementary site, so that more visits there have a positive influence of
the number of visits to Valle Verzasca.
A variety of other factors was tested for inclusion into the model, such as age, gender, amount
of free time, education and a more detailed splitting of the defined visitor segments. However,
while most of the socioeconomic variables were totally insignificant, a set of dummy variables
that defined non-local excursionists, overnight guests in Ticino and elsewhere in relation to
locals was so extremely significant that it invalidated all other variables, including travel cost.
Estimation of Consumer Surplus
In the travel cost method, the valuation process of environmental resources is commonly
finalized with the estimation of the consumer surplus as a mean to determine the economic
value of a visit or of the activities that are related with it. For this research, the consumer surplus
is calculated as presented earlier in equation 6 by integrating below the regression curve for an
interval that is defined by the median and the maximum values of travel cost that visitors
incurred to reach either of the two valleys (see values in Table 20). The results of this estimation
are detailed in Table 23 below and show a much higher consumer surplus per person for a visit
to Valle Verzasca, despite the fact that people visit Vallemaggia more often per year (median
value 3.5) and stay on average longer per visit.
Table 23 – Estimation of Consumer Surplus based on the Travel Cost Model

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

Consumer Surplus Per Person Per Year

CHF 158.33

CHF 223.37

Consumer Surplus Per Visit

CHF 45.24

CHF 223.37

It is somewhat reasonable to believe that especially the value of a visit to Valle Verzasca is
inflated due to the long tail of observations which is spread along the travel cost axis. Hence, a
sensitivity analysis was undertaken, excluding the three highest values in each model and
checking for the robustness of the estimated consumer surpluses. While the model coefficients
change only slightly, Table 24 shows that the consumer surplus is, indeed, largely influenced
by single high observations and, hence, by the length of the integration interval. A bigger
sample would definitely be needed for each valley in order to define a more robust estimation.
Table 24 – Results from the Sensitivity Analysis of the Consumer Surplus

Vallemaggia

Valle Verzasca

CS p.p. excluding highest TC value

CHF 128.17

CHF 215.23

CS p.p. excluding two highest TC values

CHF 123.98

CHF 204.14

CS p.p. excluding three highest TC values

CHF 103.37

CHF 166.21
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Reflections on the Travel Cost Model
It was already briefly mentioned in Chapter 2 that the data sample is zero-truncated in terms of
visits to the valleys as all survey participants stated at least one visit for this year. The decision
to provide a categorical choice and an open answer field for more than ten visits per year
definitely influenced the dependent variable and might be overthought in other applications. It
is clear that the chosen model has a better fit on the observations in Vallemaggia given that the
high average visitation rate suggests the application of the individual travel cost method and
the calculated Consumer Surplus is reasonably good in comparison to other case studies
(Alberini & Longo, 2006; Buchli, Filippini, & Banfi, 2003; Zhang, Wang, Nunes, & Ma, 2014).
However, the median of annual visits to Valle Verzasca is one, and as the valley seems to be of
interest to a much wider geographical catchment area, the application of the zonal travel cost
method would be an interesting comparison. For this approach a total number of annual visitors
would be necessary, which is currently not available due to high seasonality, weather influence
and uncontrolled public access to the valley. In any case, a more sophisticated model, involving
the poisson distribution and respecting the non-continuous dependent variable, might help to
explain a broader variety of observations in Verzasca (Armbrecht, 2014; Voltaire, 2017; Zhang,
Wang, Nunes, & Ma, 2014). This could also involve a larger sample of potential visitors to
incorporate option, vicarious and existence values. The log-linear model is limited in this sense
given that there is no logarithmic value for zero visits.

3.5 Local Attitude on Tourism Development
Researching the local attitude towards tourism development is a large topic for itself. Taking
this into consideration, this thesis wants to capture only a small impression on how residents of
the Locarnese perceive tourism and its development effects on their home region. Given the
small number of local participants in Valle Verzasca, there will be no comparisons made
between the two valleys at this point. Thus, Table 25 presents only the results of all 30
Locarnese residents. Judging from these values, locals recognize the importance of tourism for
the local economy and job market although only seven respondents stated to be employed in
the tourism industry or to have daily contact with tourists. There is slight agreement to the fact
that tourism results into more cultural exchange between residents and tourists, however, this
value is lower for people from the industry (mean 3.10) as some of them stated that it used to
be much better and that many visitors stay shorter, bring their own lifestyle with them and are
simply not interested anymore in the local culture. Transport and leisure infrastructure received
the overall lowest value as many locals criticized the lack of parking facilities and bad public
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transport connections, especially on long summer evenings. In turn, the negative statement on
infrastructure and facilities received the second highest score, which indicates that there might
be already some noticeable negative externalities from overcrowding.
All other statements were rated rather neutral so that it can be concluded that tourism seems to
be a natural element for locals in the Locarnese region and that there are no extremely
perceivable consequences yet. However, the last category provides a hint that further tourism
development needs to focus primarily on the improvement of mobility and infrastructure in
order to secure a better dispersion of visitors and to generate the according flexible capacities
in high season.
Table 25 – Local Attitude on Tourism Development (Agreement on 1-5 Likert Scale) – 30 Respondents

Statement
Tourism creates more jobs and spending in the
Locarnese economy.
Tourism has made prices of many goods and services in
the Locarnese increase.
Tourism results in more cultural exchange between local
residents and tourists.
The character of the region has changed because of
tourism.
Tourism has not affected the natural environment of the
Locarnese.
Tourists greatly add to the traffic congestion, noise and
pollution in the Locarnese.
Because of tourism, there is better transport and leisure
infrastructure in the Locarnese.
The increase in tourists has caused the restaurants and
recreational facilities to become overcrowded.

Mean

Median

StDev

4.17

4.00

0.79

3.20

3.50

1.13

3.50

4.00

1.17

3.10

3.00

1.27

2.90

3.00

0.99

3.00

3.00

1.29

2.67

3.00

1.12

3.97

4.00

0.97

3.6 Impressions from the Discrete Choice Experiment
The econometrical analysis of the DCE is not a part of this thesis. Given that every answer to
the demonstrated scenarios is influenced by the displayed attributes for each of the four mobility
options, it is also not possible to present the total number of choices that were made for each
mode of transportation. However, the conceptual ideas to implement a park and ride system
with shuttle bus and/or eBike rental services were very well perceived across all mobility
segments. Especially car drivers were very keen to emphasize that the new options would bring
them more flexibility and ease the stress of finding a parking spot. In fact, among the four
scenarios that each respondent received in the interview, 34 out of 70 car users in VM chose
the shuttle bus at least once. In VV, even 62 out of 75 car arrivals considered the shuttle bus at
least once as the best alternative for their hypothetical next trip to the valley.
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The eBike was chosen at least once by 25 car users in VM and by 22 respondents of this
mobility segment in VV. The “NoVisit” option as a possible reaction to the new circumstances
explained in the scenario was chosen at least once by only 12 car users in VM and 5 in VV.
While these revealed data say nothing about the considered attribute differences and have few
empirical background, they clearly show that many visitors who are currently coming by car
would rather switch to more sustainable transport modes (if they existed) than not to visit the
valley at all. Commenting on the fact that there will be no free-of-charge parking facilities any
longer, some visitors stated that they would always find a gratis parking if they only wanted to
and unless there is a controlled access facility at the entrance of the valley (like a boom gate)
they would see no reason to pay a parking fee when visiting the valley. Others said they would
be happy to pay if they knew that everybody coming by car would also pay and some (Swiss
visitors) added that they would probably value their environmental escape even more when
they would be forced to think about their choice of transport mode for reaching the site.
The econometrical analysis in continuity to this research will provide more profound answers
on the socioeconomic profile of visitors who have demand for such mobility options.
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4. A Discussion on Tourism Development in the Locarnese Valleys
The UNWTO has designated 2017 as the “International Year of Sustainable Tourism for
Development” which “aims to support a change in policies, business practices and consumer
behavior towards a more sustainable tourism sector that can contribute to the Sustainable
Development Goals of the 2030 Agenda.”14
Yet in Europe, 2017 has been a year that showed ever increasing protests of residents in Venice,
Barcelona, Mallorca, San Sebastian, Dubrovnik, and other major city-break destinations, who
see their host communities threatened and the local culture endangered by the unproportioned
influx of tourists. Italian cities like Rome, Florence and Milan have reacted with bans and
increased fines for misbehavior at major landmarks.15,16,17 It seems obvious that there has come
a point in time when destinations really have to face the sustainability evaluation of their
tourism policies and develop proper capacity concepts (Obrador, 2017). This chapter will
discuss the current situation in the Locarnese valleys on the basis of the data analysis and
evaluate existing measures in order to explore potential policy adaptations for the future.

4.1 Sustainable Tourism Development
International tourism has grown for the past decades and reached 1.2 billion annual arrivals in
2015, with the large domestic markets not being included in this figure18. Given the increase of
wealth in developing countries and the market liberalization in air traffic, the trend is not likely
to end very soon. Additionally, research has shown that tourism can be resilient to single
terroristic attacks, but it definitely is negatively affected by frequent incidences and constant
political turmoil as seen around the Middle East in countries like Turkey, Tunisia and Egypt
(Pizam & Fleischer, 2002; Causevic & Lynch, 2013). Thus, it is only reasonable to argue that
traditional Southern-European destinations see a higher concentration of tourists that previously
had been dispersed towards the Southeast of the Mediterranean area. Also the Southern-most
Swiss canton Ticino recorded an increase of arrivals for 2016 and the first half of 2017 (Sarman,
Pellegrini, & Scagnolari, 2017; Curtale & Scagnolari, 2017). Although this does not necessarily
mean an immediate local unrest against tourism, a viral video blog caught the attention of more
than three million online viewers in July 201719. Shared by many major media institution
around Europe, the vlog of a young Lombardian filmmaker proclaims Valle Verzasca as the

14

UNWTO Tourism4Development (2017) - http://www.tourism4development2017.org/about/
The Guardian (2017) - https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2017/aug/10
16
NY Times (2017) - https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/02/world/europe/venice-italy-tourist-invasion.html?mcubz=0
17
Wall Street Journal (2017) - https://www.wsj.com/articles/arrivederci-tourism-1498482003
18
TheWorld Bank – Data Base (2017) - http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.ARVL
19
BBC (2017) - http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-40730546
15
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“Maldives one hour from Milan”.20 Had the valley already been a popular tourism attraction
before, it now became a major destination for day-trips from the metropolitan areas of Northern
Italy as well (see Table 9). While the mayor of Lavertezzo is cited in newspaper articles with
the wish that all new visitors should at least behave and park their cars in an appropriate
manner,20 some online users commented the video with threats against the producer to leave
their valleys in peace.
The quick escalation of this case demonstrates several key issues of sustainable tourism
development. First of all, the stressed relationship between the “old” and the “new” visitors is
an omnipresent phenomenon since the early days of tourism (Löfgren, 1999). In the cultural
history of tourism there has always been tension between those that had discovered a pleasant
place for themselves and those that followed their tracks several years later. Against all
nostalgic desires, environmental recreation is a public good that cannot be excluded from the
consumption of certain visitors, neither those that come to relax and enjoy an escape from
reality, nor those who constantly seek new attractions. Discovery lies in the human nature and
in the time of social media, so-called “hidden gems” are getting rare and “bucket lists” are
growing longer. On top of that, DMOs are investing heavily in paid media campaigns that
specifically call for the discovery of their regions, but are unprepared when one piece of “earned
media” achieves their aim (Inversini, Xiang, & Fesenmaier, 2015). This raises the second issue,
namely, what happens if a place is actually discovered by mass tourism. Research has shown
that many DMOs are mainly engaged in advertising and marketing (Van der Borg, Costa, &
Gotti, 1996), although it was proven that these communications have little to no influence on
the actual travel decision. Instead, DMOs should provide a governance platform for the mutual
product development of the scattered tourism services in the region (Beritelli, Reinhold,
Laesser, & Bieger, 2015). In all other industries, marketing aims to attract certain customer
segments for an already developed product. In tourism, the product is usually developed after
certain customer segments have shown interest for it. Without proper background knowledge
on the tourist’s motivation, this process results into an ever-lasting chase that can hardly be
ended with bans or limitations alone. This already implies the last issue, that, as already cited
in the introduction, tourists do not base their behavior on normative ethics but rather on personal
utility maximization (Sharpley R. , 2006). After all, tourism is about being selfish and escaping
the norms of everyday life and not about being a responsible consumer. If a visitor group to
Valle Verzasca wants to stay longer than 7 pm or comes for a one-day trip from Milan, the car
naturally holds the highest utility, as otherwise, they have to leave earlier, travel longer, check
for more information and pay a higher ticket price. Being selfish in economic terms for the
personal utility maximization gradually creates a market failure, also called “tragedy of the
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commons” – the excessive use of common resources like streets, parking spaces and
recreational spots along the valley until their marginal utility is zero – which finally results into
negative externalities for all market participants, even for those that do not contribute to the
excessive behavior, like locals or hikers (Thomas & Callen, 2010). Thus, Sustainable (or
Responsible) Tourism Development has at times been called ambiguous (whose responsibility
is it?), hypocritical (does it really influence behavior or is it just a way to feel better about
capitalism?) and delusional (is it really possible?) (Sharpley & Telfer, 2014). Only few research
projects on the matter have ever accomplished to break this “vicious circle”, which proofs that
the free market cannot solve this issues without governmental interventions – which, however,
are rarely implemented (Russo, 2002; Van der Borg, Costa, & Gotti, 1996). One of the first
concepts to regulate tourism growth was the definition of a carrying capacity, which basically
wanted to limit the number of visitors in a particular area before their presence would impact
the overall recreational experience of everyone (Kennell, 2014). New tourism behavior
paradigms define their ideas as “Ecotourism”, which is “responsible travel to natural areas
that preserves the environment and improves the well-being of the local people (TIES, 1990).”20
Sustainable Tourism Development is positioned somewhere in between these approaches.
For governmental institutions there are several paths to take – rely on the forces of the freemarket and accept the eventual deterioration of the original resource; encourage a cooperative
solution through the establishment of a durable institution; or redistribute the utilities within
the market as mentioned by Hall (1999) in the second chapter of this thesis. The latter can be
done through the designation of property rights (i.e., protected areas), the introduction of
regulations (i.e., general parking fees), the definition of quotas (i.e., number of cars per day) or
the selling of licenses (Stabler, Papatheodorou, & Sinclair, 2010). Such actions usually increase
the cost of the individual and, hence, result in a welfare loss, which is why new legislation
should come with a proper alternative to the undesired behavior or an upgrade in services in
order to compensate for the losses (Hall, 1999; Thomas & Callen, 2010).
The recently finished “Project Mont Saint Michel” could act as an example in this sense, given
that parking in immediate vicinity was forbidden in favor for the reestablishment of the
maritime character around the landmark, while at the same time new parking facilities with
shuttle busses and an information center were installed on the mainland21. The development in
this tourism scheme emphasizes the importance of an on-site visitor journey, which is also
highlighted in the literature (Lane, 2007; Swarbrooke & Page, 2012). In order to create one,
this thesis will develop an interpretation of the analysed data in the following paragraph.

20
21

The International Ecotourism Society TIES (2017) - http://www.ecotourism.org/ties-overview
Project Mont Saint Michel (2017) - http://www.projetmontsaintmichel.fr/index_uk.html
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4.2 Outdoor Recreation in the Valleys
Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca are very similar for their visitors, given that they provoke the
same portfolio of outdoor recreational activities (see Figure 36). The only noticeable differences
were found in terms of “climbing” and “other activities” which might depend on the particular
topographical characteristics of the location where the interviews were undertaken. Other than
that, outdoor recreation in both valleys can be judged from the same perspective.
Valle Verzasca
One could argue that over the past years Valle Verzasca has been partially transformed into an
international attraction rather than just being a place to immerse yourself into nature. “The
Green Heart of Ticino”8 became the “Maldives of Milan”17 in the course of two weeks, but the
actual problems already existed before. Valle Verzasca has been used as a symbol for the
picturesque nature and the Mediterranean climate conditions of the Southern Swiss canton of
Ticino for years, being in or at the cover of most destination brochures of the Ascona Locarno
tourism region. The induced image was that of a must-visit attraction when being on a holiday
in the area around Lake Maggiore. Hence, it is not surprising that the perceived personal welfare
of a visit to Lavertezzo is much higher than at a site that offers the same geographical
conditions, is easier accessible and has even less crowding in high season (like Vallemaggia).
Given that more than half of the visitors had never been to Valle Verzasca before, there is
reason to believe that the consumer surplus is indeed inflated due to the embedded “uniqueness”
and the lack of experience with the actual circumstances. None of the official pictures shows
any visitors on site and few information are available online that state that the water is actually
much colder than at the Maldives. In fact, several fatalities each year and an emergency
helicopter on every day of the surveys show that the valley is not a public swimming pool. Even
though the canton already provides prevention staff, a permanent lifeguard and hundreds of
billboards around the area that inform about the immediate danger, the lack of property rights
along the river prevents any officials from expulsing visitors with inappropriate behavior. The
high number of non-local excursionists additionally squeezes the physical “get there” and “stay
there” phases of a visitor journey (Maggi, 2014) into a few minutes, so that there is no real time
for the excursionists to mentally prepare themselves for the on-site experience. It is what Hall
(1999) called the “gatekeeper” effect of transport, as visitors exit the protected bubble of their
personal vehicle and directly enter the “live there” phase at the attraction. Löfgren describes
this tragedy of missing esteem with a quote from the times when the first tourism infrastructure
was built around the Niagara Falls: “The effect produced upon us by any object of admiration
is increased by the difficulties of approaching it” (1999, p. 30). Thus, without proper
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preparation some visitors might lack respect towards nature and its unforgiving forces. The
concept of tourists as “prosumers”, who have to build their own experience, is directly
connected (Niezgoda, 2013). A DMO cannot control which specific recreational activities are
done by the visitors at their destination, but it can definitely define the way that outdoor
recreation is generally approached and consumed. Right now, the valley is part of all kinds of
different visitor itineraries that bring people from Zurich or Milan on a one-day trip and even
Asian visitors, who have a restricted time budget to see as many attractions as possible around
entire Europe. If not properly managed, such visitor segments do everything but improving the
well-being of the local population, as they mainly contribute to the negative externalities
without generating any spending. Tourism is recognized as an important part of the Locarnese
economy (see Table 25), but the situations around Southern Europe demonstrate that there is a
fragile balance between economic interests and social well-being. The relatively high score on
the statement that recreational facilities have become overcrowded should give a fair warning
not to wait until similar reactions occur like in Spain or Italy. Other than that, the data analysis
revealed that public transport usage occurs across all companionship and activity segments,
especially when they are older couples or families with children and have already arrived to
Ticino by train. Accessibility of Lavertezzo by bus is not really perceived as a problem (see
Table 16), however, the fact that there were as many users of the Ticino Ticket as there were
non-users shows that for some visitors the car still seems to have a higher utility than public
transport, even when the latter is offered free-of-charge (see Table 12). Judging from the flat
slope of travel cost coefficient in the model (see Table 22) and the impressions from the DCE,
it seems unlikely that the general demand for a visit to Valle Verzasca is very elastic and would
decrease heavily once parking fees would be enforced more strictly. At the moment, more than
40% of visitors are “free-riders” as they do not participate in the costs of their externalities (pay
for their parking – see Figure 28). The number of imposed fines for this behavior is unknown.
In any case, the current distribution of the Verzasca Parking Card is very ineffective, given that
80% of respondents have never even heard about it. The card is currently sold at an office of
the Verzasca Tourism Organisation at the beginning of the upper valley, but only a fraction of
visitors stops there for visiting the dam. As paying for hourly parking along all other locations
is limited to three hours, the current system stimulates non-compliance and confusion, and
therefore, indirectly incentivises the undervaluation of parking spaces. The installation of a
boom gate at the entrance of the valley in Gordola, as suggested by several survey participants,
is seen critical, given that Swiss roads are not excludable from general usage and the fee is
supposed to charge only the act of parking. Yet, it would certainly be the most efficient solution.
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Vallemaggia
“The Magic Valley”3 fulfills all the characteristics that one would expect of a quiet escape into
nature. Already the atmosphere during the interviews seemed more relaxed, with respondents
being in less of a rush and answering more extensively. Judging from the short travel distances
and higher visitation rates, the argument can be raised that Vallemaggia provides a fast
reachable and popular outdoor recreation experience, both for local residents and regional
overnight guests. One might even assume that many overnight guests specifically choose their
lodging in vicinity to the valley because this is the place where they want to spend most time.
Taking the larger presence of residents into account, it can be explained that overnight guests
still have significantly less annual visits, given that they only have their vacation time to come
to the valley. Visitors to Vallemaggia have on average a higher income (see Figure 14) than
those in Valle Verzasca, which might be another factor why they tend to come rather to this
place in order to have more of their leisure time for positive utility generation on-site. Personal
welfare is accumulated by frequency rather than by the duration of a single visit itself (see Table
23), given that respondents stay on average significantly longer than in Lavertezzo but also
short trips have a significant influence on the number of annual visits (see Table 18 and 22). As
participants have typically been to Ponte Brolla before, it can be assumed that they know what
to expect when they choose to come to this area and return only for certain activities at a time
(see Figure 26 and Table 14). The vicinity to major housing and lodging areas around Locarno
and the lack of a general parking fee may also explain that car usage has a slightly positive
effect on the frequency of visitation (see Table 22). Taking the car to Ponte Brolla seems
reasonable, given that a return ticket for public transport from Locarno equals average travel
cost per person but takes twice as long (see Table 20). In contrary, it might be argued that the
imposition of a general parking fee could impact the demand more strongly, as the steeper slope
of the regression curve suggests a higher elasticity and the fees would represent a larger share
to the overall travel cost in comparison to those when visiting Lavertezzo. Currently, paid
parking fees represent 6% of all recorded travel cost to each valley, with only a small fraction
of visitors paying in Vallemaggia at all (see Figure 28). Further research, as the analysis of the
DCE, will provide more detailed answers on these demand assumptions.
The establishment of the Vallemaggia cycle route has visibly generated a lot of interest in the
segment of bikers, although they are underrepresented in the data sample. Thanks to the Ticino
Ticket, hikers commented positively on the opportunity to take the bus free-of-charge on their
way back to the accommodation. However, many overnight guests from local camping grounds,
especially climbers and families, still used their cars for reaching Ponte Brolla. Some of them
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commented that they would have used public transport if it had been directly connected to the
campground. In addition, many restaurant visitors were noticed to arrive by car, having the
prospect of a reserved parking space right in front of it. These spaces were used also by other
visitors which led at times to the congestion of the cycle route. As the public transport
connection is rather not perceived as an issue (see Table 17), car usage in Vallemaggia seems
to be a matter of convenience for all those that have specific activities in their agenda that do
not involve a longer walk or bike ride. Although the police was fining all cars that were parked
on the immediate roadside of the valley, there are still many off-street parking spaces that create
the earlier mentioned “free-rider problem”. Congestion is perceived as an issue equally on
weekdays and weekends, although, many participants specifically remarked that it would be
better than in Valle Verzasca. Judging from the data presented in Table 15 and 16, the
perception of congestion showed no significant differences between the two valleys, however,
more respondents in Vallemaggia have also been to Verzasca than the other way around. The
statements of some locals, that they would rather visit Vallemaggia because Valle Verzasca has
become too touristic for them, cannot be confirmed for the overall sample, as both valleys act
as complementary sites for each other in terms of frequency (see Table 22). Yet, the higher
annual visitation rate to Vallemaggia is also evident in this category (see Table 15).
Summary
Leaving restaurant expenses out of sight (which can range from CHF 17 to 58 per day (rütter
soceco; tiresia; line@soft, 2014)), the current expenditures for outdoor recreation in the
Locarnese valleys are mainly consisting of time and travel cost. As every visitor is aiming for
optimal utilization of his time and money budget, it seems highly unlikely that a cooperative
solution among site users could be found. Hence, it is logical to argue that a governmental
intervention should primarily focus on these two factors when it aims to sustain the natural
quality of the sites. In other words, tourism development should make desired mobility behavior
more attractive than undesired modes of transportation. Judging from common sense, the
current modal split is not only unsustainable but also highly inefficient, given that two thirds of
all visitors travel the same way at the same time in separate vehicles. Even the perceived
personal flexibility of a car becomes a time and monetary burden when there is no space to drop
the car for the pursued activities. If one wants to trust the numbers of an Italian newspaper, in
the end of July 2017 there have been at times four times more cars to Lavertezzo than there
were possible parking spaces available, which already called for police intervention22. Thus, a
tourism development project for the Locarnese valleys should be mainly based on the
interdependence of tourism and transport, which will be further explained in the next paragraph.
22

Corriere della Sera (2017) on 29 July 2017
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4.3 Sustainable Tourism Mobility
Residents in Vallemaggia and one-day excursionists in Valle Verzasca were specifically
mentioned in the discussion of the last paragraph because the distribution of their segments
represents the most striking difference between the two valleys (see Figure 17). Both segments
primarily rely on their personal vehicles to access the surveyed sites (see Figure 18), which
aligns to the statements of many scholars in Chapter two. It can be further confirmed that the
current parking policy is not efficient, as it does not regulate the high utility that individuals
gain from car usage. In order to correct the related market failure of the undervaluation of onsite parking, the estimated consumer surpluses (see Table 23) would primarily justify
governmental interventions in Valle Verzasca. Given that the valley attracts tourists from a
wider catchment area and recently saw a major influx of one-day excursionists from Northern
Italy (see Table 9), an intervention should not only be financed from tax revenue but partially
from the actual users of the infrastructure. Many of the excursionists came to the valley for the
first time when they were interviewed in Lavertezzo what leads to the assumption that they do
not know the Locarnese region and its transport system very well. In fact, more than 50% of
car users did not know anything about the public transport connection to the valley (see Table
17). In addition, 65% of respondents across all segments stated to have never been to
Vallemaggia (see Table 15). Hence, a tourism development project for Valle Verzasca should
primarily tackle the current modal split and could additionally provide the opportunity to
disperse visitors over the whole region. Taking the Ticino Ticket and the prospect of a “Ticino
Metro”23 into account, the Canton of Ticino is already heavily investing into a more sustainable
mobility infrastructure. A number of excursionists, who came by train from the German part of
Switzerland, has proven the attractiveness of the newly created connection through the Gotthard
base-tunnel. However, the majority of current trips is undertaken by car. On top of that, on-site
observations have shown the busses at their capacity limit, so that Autopostale at times had to
run the last-scheduled tour from Lavertezzo to Tenero with more than three consecutive
vehicles. Also busses down from Maggia to Locarno tend to be overcrowded in evening hours.
A phone interview with the vice-director of Autopostale Ticino revealed that not more than one
bus per hour is going to be scheduled once the new train connection is running in 2020. Before
the impact of the video, the current timetable in Valle Verzasca (a bus every second to third
hour) was reasonable, given that the economic value of the site is close to zero when no visitors
are coming during low-season or because of bad-weather situations. However, after the
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After the opening of the new Ceneri tunnel in 2020, a train ride between Lugano and Locarno will take less than 30 minutes.
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occurring issues this summer, a public-private partnership solution needs to be found and
integrated under the lead of the governmental institutions or the DMO. Priority should be given
to Valle Verzasca, but in anticipation of a similar development in Vallemaggia, a connected
tourism transport product for both valleys would certainly be the best solution to use the
complementary effect and to disperse visitors among the entire area.
The proposed service elements of a sustainable tourism mobility scheme correspond to the
categorization of Hall (1999), who describes that future tourism-transport measures should
consist of: (1) restrictive policies with (a) discrimination elements, (b) accessibility alterations
for certain areas and (c) a capacity increase of sustainable transport modes; (2) peak-hour
charges and (3) information campaigns. Although he doesn’t provide any ranking to the named
elements, this thesis assigns a descending priority to the following propositions:
Ø (1a) & (2) As mentioned before, a restrictive policy should focus on the discrimination
of undesired transport behavior. Given that the Ticino Ticket already provides a positive
discrimination of certain overnight guests, a negative discrimination should be applied
to all those visitors that still use the car, no matter which trip background they have. The
concept of peak-hour charges could be the right approach when it connects the external
cost of car usage to the derived consumer surplus of on-site tourism activities. Taking
into account that parking fees represent only 6% of the current travel cost and are
unevenly distributed among the sample, a first pillar of a new policy should guarantee
a fair application of external cost to all recreationists arriving by car. The difference to
the traditional concepts of National Parks would be that only those have to contribute a
fee who are causing the negative externalities (Eagles, 2002). A boom gate and ticket
machine at the entrance of the valley would certainly be the most efficient way to
enforce this new regulation, but they might isolate those parts of the valley that have no
relation to tourism. Therefore, such a regulation would require a reservation and license
system that allows open access for locals and business purposes. The daily fees for all
other arrivals should be flexible according to the location, season and occupation of the
facilities. They could vary from 5% of the consumer surplus in low season (CHF 11 in
VV and CHF 2.50 in VM) to 20% in peak periods (CHF 45 in VV and CHF 10 in VM).
In any case, proper signage and information should provide visitors the option to choose
between paying the daily ticket fee or leaving the car at a railway station before they
enter the road that leads up to the valleys. However, given the decrease in utility of the
car, also the park-and-ride facilities should be upgraded to match the shift of demand.
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Ø (1b) Current car users have almost no convenient possibility to drop their car and switch
for public transportation on their way to Lavertezzo or Ponte Brolla. The Park and Rail
facilities at the train stations in Locarno and Tenero are already frequented by SBB
customers and lack proper signage. All parking facilities inside the valley have too
limited capacities to act as a base camp and would still result in heavy road traffic until
this point of the route. Hence, taking Mont Saint Michel as an example19, new park and
ride facilities, which are explicitly dedicated and free-of-charge to valley visitors,
should be established in Locarno-Solduno and Tenero (see Figure 45). Additionally, a
redesign of the road layout in Valle Verzasca could make heavy road traffic further
unattractive. Dedicated space for bikes, similar to the cycle route in Vallemaggia, could
be established and would mean that the road had only one car lane with passing places
for opposing traffic instead of the current two-way design. This would tackle the stated
perception of road danger, open the valley for a broader audience from the biking
segment and slow the speed of the vehicles, which ultimately reproduces the natural
atmosphere of the valley and reimagines it for residential usage.

Figure 45 – Proposal for Park-and-Ride Network for the Valleys

Ø (1c) Given the high seasonality of outdoor recreation, a collective transport system
needs to be flexible, both in terms of funding and timetables. Therefore, a cooperation
with a complementary destination and other industry sectors should be pursued in order
to guarantee a better cost coverage and vehicle utilization. During the week and low
season, the parking lots could be used for commuter traffic and to support carpooling.
In winter season, a regional or national ski-resort could run the shuttle busses on a
similar network to avoid car traffic at their destination.
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For the design of actual shuttle bus network, Rodrigue, Comtois & Slack (2009) and the
OECD/ITF (2014) raise an important factor when they mention the increasing
inconvenience that comes with every additional interchange an individual has to take
inside a transport system. Thus, Figure 46 visualizes possible stations and routes of such
a system inside the Locarnese that aims to minimize the number of interchanges from
regional transport modes to maximum one.

Figure 46 – Park-and-Ride and Shuttle Bus Network in the Locarnese

The two major park and ride facilities would be same as already introduced in the last
point. Likewise, parking would be free-of-charge for all visitors who are buying a
shuttle bus ticket. The core routes of the shuttle bus would lead up from the parking lots
to Ponte Brolla and Lavertezzo. Intermediary stops would connect the system to the
train stations in Locarno and Tenero and provide the chance to visit the Vogorno dam
or hike from Corippo to Lavertezzo. Upon request, every second or third shuttle could
collect overnight guests or hikers from the popular camping grounds in Avegno,
Gordevio and Maggia, while in Valle Verzasca the route could be extended until Brione.
An additional satellite parking lot in Magadino-Quartino would connect to the bus, train
and road system on the east side of Lake Maggiore. Further small parking lots and
demand-driven extensions could be added around the entire region in order to create a
so-called link and ride concept. This is of advantage, as Meek, Ison & Enoch (2011)
find that traditional park and ride systems usually even increase the total amount of
vehicle miles travelled because the transport system attracts new drivers who use to the
car in order to access the starting point of the shuttle-bus route.
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Ø (3) Finally, the shuttle bus system could be used to extend the visitor journey. An
information center at the park-and-ride facilities and the opportunity to rent an eBike
could change the way visitors approach outdoor recreation in the Locarnese.
Videos and voice recordings inside the shuttle bus could introduce visitors to the history,
geography and activity options of the valley and make the transportation an attraction
in itself (Swarbrooke & Page, 2012). Preventive and educational material could be
augmented in between such clips. The provision of space for dogs, bulky equipment or
even bikes could make the vehicles attractive to many visitor segments. The provision
of eBikes would mean that the tourists engage themselves as “prosumers” as they get
the chance to produce their very own way to experience the journey up to the valley.
One way or the other, the integration of the final approach into to overall touristic
experience provides the opportunity for the tourism destination to regain control on the
way of consumption. A generally slower approach to the valley would distract tourists
with a too high value of time and would disrupt the usual consumer habits in favor for
building a stronger sense for the natural environment.
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5. Conclusions
This thesis had the objective to explore potential differences between two outdoor recreational
sites in the Italian-speaking canton of Ticino in Switzerland. Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca
were compared in terms of their visitors’ trip behavior and economic value with the aim to
evaluate the need for sustainable tourism development.
Given its non-rival and non-excludable characteristics, outdoor recreation is a public good and
cannot be traded on a market. For this reason, this study used the theories of Environmental
Economics in order to estimate the economic value of a visit to the valleys. The Individual
Travel Cost Method was applied to derive the consumer surplus of the performed activities onsite. Trip data were collected via an on-site survey, which was undertaken in the summer
holiday month of July 2017. A total number of 224 visitor parties were interviewed in equal
distribution between the two valleys. Given the small size of the sample, the results can only
be interpreted as a first evaluation of the situations on-site, while further research will be needed
in order to make general statements on outdoor recreation in both valleys.
The analysis of trip data resulted in the differentiation between four trip-origin segments, three
mobility segments and six activity segments. Travel parties to Vallemaggia were observed to
be significantly smaller and to visit the valley more frequently per year, given that they were
predominantly local residents and overnight guests in Ticino. Only 9% of respondents had
never been to the valley before. In contrary, Valle Verzasca receives a much higher number of
one-day excursionists and slightly more overnight guests from outside the canton. More than
50% of visitors to Valle Verzasca were first-timers and had travelled on average a four-times
longer distance to reach the valley. This includes many excursionists from the German part of
Switzerland and Northern Italy who live more than 100km away.
On the basis of these trip data, a log-linear regression model was designed in order to estimate
the economic value and welfare of a visit to the valleys. The model resulted in a consumer
surplus of CHF 45.24 for Vallemaggia and CHF 223.37 for Valle Verzasca and can be
interpreted as the derived welfare per person from one excursion to the valleys as a part of the
overall stay in Ticino. Given the large difference between the two values, it must be noted that
the individual travel cost model had a better fit on the observations in Vallemaggia and that a
more sophisticated model might be needed in order to determine a more robust welfare measure
for Valle Verzasca. At the moment, the high consumer surplus depends heavily on the
maximum observed travel cost and the low categorical frequency of visitation. The application
of the zonal travel cost method might be considered in further research to act as a comparison,
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while a bigger sample could be helpful in order to calculate a less sensitive estimation. The
analysis of a discrete choice experiment, which was already part of the survey, will explore
elasticity and demand of the existing and two new arrival options.
In any case, it can be concluded that Valle Verzasca is partially not perceived as an outdoor
recreation site any longer but as an international attraction. This leads to the situation that it
receives an induced economic valuation from its visitors that is comparable to those of national
monuments in other countries and creates the need for governmental interventions. The high
consumer surplus for each individual visitor justifies the public funding of a tourism
development scheme, given that this level of welfare would be lost if the unregulated influx of
visitors would cause a deterioration of the natural resources. Tourism is perceived as an
important factor for the local economy of the Locarnese, but unregulated consumption has
proven in other destinations to affect the fragile balance between economic vitality, healthy
communities and the preservation of the natural environment for coming generations.
The attractiveness of the valleys can only be sustained when the destination regains control
over the way of tourism consumption. As the negative externalities of parking congestion and
overcrowding are primarily related to the unbalanced modal split, a sustainable mobility system
should be developed around Valle Verzasca. Currently, the car is the predominant mode of
transport for two out of three recreationists. The congestion issue is perceived in both valleys
almost equally on weekdays and weekends. Despite the general obligation to buy a parking
ticket, only roughly 50% of all car users pay for their parking in Valle Verzasca. Vallemaggia
has no such regulation so that only 12% of car arrivals had paid a parking fee. Although the
accessibility by public transport does not seem to be a problem in Vallemaggia and received a
neutral rating in Valle Verzasca, more visitors took the bus in order to reach Valle Verzasca.
Due to the infrequent schedule, busses used to operate at maximum capacity or beyond it. Yet,
a large share of car users stated to have no knowledge about the public transport systems of the
Locarnese, which suggests that many of them did not even consider it as an alternative. Hence,
another conclusion of this study is that the current parking facilities are largely undervalued
and that the public transport system is insufficiently developed for the peak-season period. The
sample does not account for seasonality fluctuations but during the summer season it is
recommended to extend the current service both in terms of frequency and in terms of
information distribution. Additionally, it was found that the existing transport regulations are
largely inefficient, given that 80% of car users had never heard of the Verzasca Parking Card
and only 17% of the eligible overnight guests used the Ticino Ticket in order to access the
recreation sites in the valleys by free-of-charge public transport.
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Taking the performed on-site activities into account, it was calculated that visitors to
Vallemaggia stayed on average 4h 43min in the valley, which is significantly longer across all
activity segments than the average duration in Valle Verzasca (4h 6min). However, with the
exemption of climbers, both valleys attract the same activity segments, which is why the
mentioned sustainable tourism mobility intervention for Valle Verzasca could also be extended
to Vallemaggia in order to disperse the current visitor streams. Judging from the sudden
increase of attention for Valle Verzasca this summer, a holistic project for the entire Locarnese
might provide the opportunity to anticipate similar evolutions in Vallemaggia and to have a
more resilient tourism product before more visitors discover that it is actually quite similar to
the one they thought to be the “Maldives one hour from Milan”.
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Sustainable Tourism in Vallemaggia and Valle Verzasca
Introduction Text
Dear Madam or Sir,
I am Jan Evler, a Master Student in Tourism at the University of Lugano and I am researching Sustainable
Tourism Mobility in Ticino for my final thesis. Therefore, I would kindly ask you to dedicate
approximately 8-12 minutes of your precious time to participate in the following questionnaire.
There are no right or wrong answers and your answers will be treated with utmost confidentiality.
Results will be published only in an aggregate form.
Thank you already in advance and enjoy filling out the survey.
Jan Evler

Q0 Which valley are you visiting today?

o Vallemaggia (1)
o Valle Verzasca (2)
Sustainable Mobility Scenarios
Imagine, you would have the same kind of holiday/leisure time next year again. Independently from your
current transport choice, you realise that next to coming here by personal car or public transport, you
gained the possibilities to visit the valley with a shuttle bus or a rented eBike. Both new services are
connected to the train station and a free-of-charge Park+Ride in Locarno. We kindly ask you to
review the following four scenarios.
In each table, please, choose the mean of transport that suits your preferences best considering the
changing service attributes. Any not explicitly presented attribute that could characterize the transport
options is supposed to be identical between all alternatives. Afterwards, we kindly ask you to state
whether the attributes of your choice would influence the frequency of your visits to this valley. The
option "No Visit" indicates that none of the proposed options matches your preferences and you would
not spend your recreation time in this valley.
Scenario Blocks 1-4
See Table 2

Introduction
Q1 Please, describe the composition of your companionship today:

o Couple (1)
o Parent(s) with Child(ren) (2)
o Group (3)
o Alone (4)
Q2 Please, describe of how many people your companionship consists of (including yourself):
Adults (18 y.o. and above): (1) __________________________________________
Teenagers (13-17 y.o.) (2) _____________________________________________
Children (0-12 y.o.): (3) _______________________________________________

Q3 Please, select which descriptions applies best to you:

o I live in the region "Locarnese e Valli" and I am here on a one-day trip. (1)
o I don't live in the region "Locarnese e Valli" and I am here on a one-day trip. (2)
o I am an overnight guest in Ticino. (3)
o I am an overnight guest outside Ticino. (4)

Locals
Q4 Please, consider your agreement to the following statements about tourism in your home region:
strongly
disagree
(1)

disagree (2)

neutral (3)

agree (4)

strongly
agree (5)

Tourism creates more
jobs and spending in the
Locarnese economy. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

Tourism has made prices
of many goods and
services in the Locarnese
increase. (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Because of tourism,
there is better transport
and leisure infrastructure
in the Locarnese. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Tourism results in more
"cultural exchange"
between local residents
and tourists (6)

o

o

o

o

o

The character of the
region has changed
because of tourism. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

Tourism has not affected
the natural environment
of the Locarnese. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

Tourists greatly add to
the traffic congestion,
noise and pollution in
the Locarnese. (9)

o

o

o

o

o

The increase in tourists
causes the restaurants
and recreational facilities
to become overcrowded.
(7)

Q4.1 Do you work in a tourism-related industry or do you have (almost) daily contact with tourists?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)

Tourists
Q5 What kind of Holiday Accommodation are you staying at?

o Secondary Home/ Apartment (owned) (1)
o Rented Home (2)
o Camping (3)
o Hostel or Pension (4)
o Hotel (5)
o Friends or Relatives (7)
Q6 Please, specify where your Holiday Accommodation is located:

o Postcode (1) ________________________________________________
o Municipality (2) ________________________________________________
Q7 How often are you coming to the region "Locarnese e Valli" per year?

o First time ever (1)
o Once per year (2)
o 2-5 times per year (3)
o 6-10 times per year (4)
o More than 10 times per year, namely: (5) _____________________________________

Q8 How often are you coming to Ticino per year?

o First time ever (1)
o Once per year (2)
o 2-5 times per year (3)
o 6-10 times per year (4)
o More than 10 times per year, namely: (5) _______________________________________
Q9.1 When did you arrive
Q9.2 When will you depart?
Q10 Which mode of transport did you mainly use for coming to your holiday home?

o Owned Car (1)
o Friends' Car (2)
o Rented Car (3)
o Company Car (4)
o Motorbike (5)
o Bike (10)
o Coach Bus (6)
o Camper (7)
o Train (8)
o Airplane (please, specify Airport): (9) _______________________________________

Trip Behaviour
Q11 How often are you coming to this valley per year?

o First time ever (1)
o Once per year (2)
o 2-5 times per year (3)
o 6-10 times per year (4)
o More than 10 times per year, namely: (5) _______________________________________
Q12 How important is a visit to this valley for your overall stay in Ticino?

o Essential/ Very Important (1)
o Moderate/ Important (4)
o Minor/ Exchangable (3)
Q13 How often are you visiting other valleys in the Locarnese per year?
______ Vallemaggia (2)
______ Valle Verzasca (7)
______ Val Bavona (6)
______ Val Rovana (1)
______ Val Lavizzara (4)
______ Centovalli (5)
______ Valle Onsernone (12)
Q14 How much time are you spending with the following activities here today? (specify minutes)
______ Sunbathing (2)
______ Swimming (11)
______ Having a walk/ Hiking (3)
______ Biking (4)
______ Climbing/ Canyoning (12)
______ Cliffjumping (6)
______ Having a Picnic (7)
______ Visiting a Restaurant (8)
______ Taking pictures/ videos (9)
______ Editing, Sharing, Following pictures/ videos online (10)
______ Other (specify): (18)

Q15 Did you bring any equipment with you today for your activities in the valley?

o No (1)
o Bike (3)
o Climbing Equipment (4)
o Others: (2) ________________________________________________
Mobility Behaviour
Q16 The aim of this survey is to evaluate the mobility situation for visitors of this valley.In order to do
that, please consider your agreement to the following statements:
completely
disagree
(1)
This valley has
problems of car
traffic and
parking
congestion. (1)
Reaching this
valley by Public
Transport is
difficult. (2)

disagree (2)

neutral (3)

agree (4)

completely
agree (5)

don't know
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q17 Which mode of transport did you use for coming here (to this valley) today?

o By Car (specify number of other passengers): (2) ___________________________
o By Public Transport (3)
o By Coach Bus (organised Group Tour) (4)
o By Motorbike (5)
o By Mountainbike (6)
o Hiking (7)

Car Arrivals
Q18 What kind of car did you use for coming here?

o Electric Car (5)
o Small Car (up to 1.6 liter engine) (1)
o Medium-Size Car (1.6 to 3.2 liter engine) (2)
o Large Car/ SUV (3.2 to 4.2 liter engine) (3)
o Luxury/ Sports Car (more than 4.2 liter engine) (9)
Q19 Do you have the Verzasca Parking Card?

o Yes, I have the daily Parking Card (1)
o Yes, I have the weekly Parking Card (2)
o No, I didn't want to buy it (3)
o No, I have never heard of it. (4)
Q20 Where did you park your car?

o Hourly-fee Parking (indicate amount of parking fee): (1) __________________________
o Free Parking (2)
Q21 How far away did you park from here?

o Directly closeby (5)
o Up to 5 minutes footwalk away (1)
o 5 to 10 minutes footwalk away (2)
o 10 to 15 minutes footwalk away (3)
o
Parked somewhere else in the valley and hiked here (please, indicate walking distance in
minutes): (4) ________________________________________________

Q22 Did you like the fact that an extra walk from your parking was needed?
1 (0)
No, I would have
liked to park
closer to here. (1)

2 (1)

o

o

Q24 Do you have any reduction card for Public Transport?

o No Reduction Card (1)
o Yes, I have the Halftax Abonnement (2)
o Yes, I have an Arcobaleno Abonnement (3)
o Yes, I have the General Abonnement (4)
o Yes, the Ticino Ticket was offered to me (5)

3 (2)

o

Yes, I enjoyed the
walk.

Public Transport Riders
Q25 Did you use any reduction card for Public Transport?

o No Reduction Card (1)
o Yes, I used the Halftax Abonnement (2)
o Yes, I used an Arcobaleno Abonnement (3)
o Yes, I used the General Abonnement (4)
o Yes, I used the Ticino Ticket (5)
Q26 You have used the free Public Transport services offered with the Ticino Ticket.Now, please,
consider your agreement to the following statements:
completely
disagree
(1)
Without the
Ticino Ticket, I
would have
come to this
valley by car.
(1)
Without the
Ticino Ticket, I
would not have
come at all to
this valley. (2)

disagree (2)

neutral (3)

agree (4)

completely
agree (5)

don't know
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Socio-demographic Information
Q27 Your gender:

o Male (1)
o Female (2)
Q28 What is your year of birth?
Year (1)
Q29 Where is your primary place of residence?

o Postcode (1) ________________________________________________
o Municipality (2) ________________________________________________
Q30 What is your highest completed education?

o Primary School (1)
o Secondary School (2)
o Matura (3)
o Professional Apprenticeship/ Traineeship (4)
o University Degree (Bachelor/ Master) (5)
o High Academic Degree (PhD or similar) (6)

Q31 How would you describe your profession?

o Full-time Employed (1)
o Part-time Employed (please, specify percentage): (2) ______________________________
o Retired (8)
o Student (7)
o Self-Employed (3)
o Currently Unemployed (6)
o Housekeeping (9)
Q32 In which currency are you normally receiving your income?

o Swiss Francs (1)
o Euro (2)
o Other (3)
Q33 What is approximately your personal net income per year in CHF?

o CHF 0 - 25'000 (1)
o CHF 25'001 - 50'000 (2)
o CHF 50'001 - 75'000 (3)
o CHF 75'001 - 100'000 (4)
o CHF 100'001 - 125'000 (5)
o CHF 125'001 - 150'000 (6)
o More than CHF 150'000 (7)
o I would prefer not to answer. (8)

End
Fin Thank you very much for your participation!
Enjoy your further stay in this beautiful location.
In case you any questions or would like to be informed about the results,
please feel free to contact me at jan.evler@usi.ch,
Have a great day,
Jan Evler

